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Search conunittee advertises for presiderit .

'

-------------------------·-----------by Heidi Steiner

'

-

NEWS EDITOR

Wanted: one university president.
UCFs 36-member advisory committee approved
last 'rhursday a job advertisement for a new president. ·
The job advertisement will run in national publications_W
next month. The deadline wsubmit applications Oct. 8. ·
The coJnmittee hopes to find a ri.ew president by
The service was a front for a prostitution.ring.
early December.
Altman said he used the service for massage therapy
State Chancellor Charles Reed said the new presi- only.
· Dr. Gary E. Whitehouse, dean, College of Engident should be chosen by Dec. 4. However, the president wi11 not start working until January.
neering, is chairing the committee for the new
The new president will replace Interim President president. Five people have applied and eight have
Robert Bryan who took temporary office after former been nominated.
president Steven Altman resigned on June 10.
These people have applied: Robert Vincent, presiAltman resigned after The Federal Department of dentofGeoSpectra Corp. ofMichigan;AlbertKollerJr.,
Law Enforcement(FDLE) printedareportthatAltman oftheTotal Quality Management and University Liason
had use9 an escort service while on business trips.
Office of NASA; Eugene Finkin, president of Keller

is

·•

•

Bryan
Building Products of Miami; Lt. Gen. Charles.
Eichelberger, deputy chief of staff for intelligence of the
SEARCH continued page 4

. Ex-students~
back against odds
bathroom were added on to the
house. The assistance for the
repairs came from the State of
Two years ago, 20-year-old Florida Head Injury Fund,
UCF student Thad Oren began which !aises funding through
the fall semester like everyone DUI fines.
Oren has made what his faelse. He ended the semester in a
hospital and stayed there for ther calls, "vast amounts of
progress." He has regained con..:
over a year .
Oren was critically injured in trol of his Jeft appendages and
a fight on Oct. 7, 1989. He was his speech ski11s. He hopes to be
confronted in Fox Hunt Lanes walking in the next six months.
apartments off ofAlafaya Trail. Also, to correct a doublevision
During the fight, Oren's head problem, he will be undergoing
was repeatedly hit against the surgery in the next month or
fender of a truck causing severe two.
Oren's father credits Thad's
head injuries.
The brain stem, which pri- athletic involvement with his
marily controls motor skills, re- survival and rehabilitation.
ceived the most damage. Most Oren was a UCF football and .
people with such brain injuries rugby player before the accibegin to regain motor skills at dent.
His mental capacities were
14-16 months, but Oren ' s
not in any way i.mpaired.
progress began at 21 months.
He still undergoes physical,
Oren was hospitalized at the
Rehabilitation Institute of occupational and speech therapy
Sarasota and was released in five days a week. He is being
encouraged by his speech theraNovember last year.
Paul Oren, Thad's father, said pist to take some corespondents'
their house had to be redesigned classes at UCF. ·
"He's sodeterminedhe11 come
to accommodate -T had's needs.
Almost $10,000 worth of back all the way," Oren's father
changes such as an additional said.
Charles K. Morrow

PHOTO EDITOR

•
'
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-

,
Thad Oren and his father, Paul, visited Orlando Sunday. Oren, a former UCF football
and rugby player, is reco'l..ering from serious head injuries. (Charles K. MorrowrrcFFJ
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·Jury convicts forn1er student
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by Rebecca Falcon
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A former UCF soccer player was convicted Aug. 5 of manslaughter in the
death of another student last April
Charges against Brian Charles
Staeger were lessened .from second degree murder to manslaughter in a plea
agreement. Staeger pleaded no contest
to the charges.
He will be sentenced on Oct. 12 .
Staeger is charged with the death of
Wayne Stephen Austin, also a former

UCF student. Austin was a 23-year -olt:l
junior majoring in finance.
The incident took place in TheAlafaya
Commons on April 6, 1990. Staeger had
been drinking at a bar with friends. He
left and returned but was not was not
allowed back in the bar. Austin was in
the parking lot when Staeger was turned
away.
· According to a police report, "Staeger
started thefightforno apparent reason."
Staeger kicked Austin in the face, causCONVICTION continued page 4
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Fulfil! all your c~mmunications
reqwrements with one course.
AT&T STUDENT
SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of yqur communications needs, theres one. prerequisite.Join AT&T Student

-Saver Plus. You'll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specificall) to save college students time and money. D Our Reach Out<g,.

~ ~....

could save· you money, no matter where and \\'hen you ·cal I.

Call Manageri·

~""1/iir ,,.

-

____ :·

- ·_

t J'~~ ::. '. ~; ·:·
t

" ·i 11

· -tt=~~~--'--~-:~~:. :. _·

save you time by separatigg your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, tor free: AncJ the AT&T CaLfiJLg Card* makes it easy to ell! from

almost

~i anywhere to anywhere, D And with AT&T you'II alwavs gi'tthe most reliable long distance service. 0

any of.our services-or if you're already an AT&T customer-you'll

II

Plus, if vou register ICir

·•
get a free hour'.s worth of AT&T long distance calling." As wel I as di. counts

•
0

..

on all kinds of things, all year round. D So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

·-.
..

Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call I .800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
This service is available for olf·campus sludenls only.
' In add1hon. campus residents may place duect-draled calls using univers1ly and AT&T ACUS•M Service.
··Good for one hour of d1rec1-d1aled, coasj-IO·coast. night and weekend calling. based on prices effecllve
2/16/91 Offer hm1led to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Cewl1cate per student Offer valid lhrough June 30, 1992
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Shuttle buSses bring reµ.ef to parking blues
.Q

•

•
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•
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LASER bus system offers
inexpensive transpottation to
students along Alafaya

"It wo.uld have taken a year
otherwise," Goff said.
UMPI'A, thr ough the federal
government, provided $600,000
to buy the three buses. Operating expenses cost $100,000 per
by Heidi Steiner
bus.
NEWS EDITOR
The Florida Department of
Transportation used state
Is it worth a quarter to avoid the inevitable
money to fund $150,000 of the
fall semester parking lot hass]es?
expenses. UCF 1s contributing
The new shutt1e bus system, LASER (Local
$50,000 by making monthly
Area Shuttle Eastern Region), is an alternative
payments of $4,166.67 from
way for students to get to class without fighting
Sept. through Aug. Orange
congested traffic and cramped parking.
County gave $40,000, Research
The University Activity Center TransportaPark gave $10,000 and the rest
tion Authority (UACTA) along with Tri-County
came from local businesses.
Transit, UCF, Orange County and other Jocal
''This is a pilot project, the
area businesses have sponsored the shuttle bus
product ofclassie public/private
system.
ownership," Goff said.
The system began operation-Aug. 15.
Jacob Stuart, chairman ofTri"This is a new era of transportation," said
County Transit, said they need
Leo Goff, chairman ofUACTA. "Mass transit is
to change the way people think
a way to so]ve some of our traffic problems."
before they change the way
UACTA decided last year that the morning
people act.
traffic was too congested and began working on
"To solve the problem of the
the LASER project.
'90s, we have to de-massify,"he
"People told us that there was no way we Tom Fernandez (left) of the Florida Department of Transportation boards said.
could finish it in a year," Goff said.
the LASER shuttle bus on Aug. 14. The bus made its first debut that day
At a reception to honor the
John Bolte, director of Administration and after a reception honoring the opening of the system. crracy AndrachickffcFF)
opening of the LASER shuttle
Finance, said he hopes the system will take
bus system, Goff told the audisome traffic off the roadways, reduce the costs
ence that people should ""not
for students and he]p the environment.
The buses operate· Monday through Friday from 7 recognize problems, only solutions.'~
"This new service in a sma1l way -addresses the a.m to 6 p.m. It costs 25 cents to ride the bus each way . To further alleviate the parking crunch, UACTA
nation," Bolte said.
or $40 for a semester ticket.
has also started a program called "Knightrides." Many
The system consists of three buses and two bus
Marketing and Educating Director Steve Gavora Tuesday and Thursday classes have been changed.
routes along Alafaya Trail.
said the main problem of the bus system is the size of from 8 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. to separate student traffic from
Route A's bus leaves the Administration building. the signs posted at the bus stops.
business traffic.
It picks up at Pasteur & Alafaya and Ragon Road &
"We need to make an adjustment on the size of the
Bolte said that the only reason peopl use their car is
Hoskins Holler. The bus drops off at the Administra- signs. They are small for some reason," h~ said.
to isolate themselves from the reality of the day.
t ion building.
Gavora said UACTA is planning to get t wo shelters
"Look at the morning traffic and count the cars.
Route B's bus leaves the Administration building. It in the next month. One will go in front of the Pizza Hut Most of the cars have single drivers getting to and from ·
picks up at Student & Tudor, Pepperdine &Tift Circle, . The Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMP!'A) work," he said."Mass transit will solve that."
Hunt Club Lane & Gray Fox, Adela Avenue & Coral allowed Tri-County Transit to use federal funds to buy
Also, Bolte said a parking garage will be considered
Ree£ The bus drops off at the Administration building. the buses.
in the near future.
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in karate."
Austin, a hemophiliac, died
two days later.
However, when the case
was brought to trial it was
learned that the fight began when one of Austin's
friends called Staeger a
name, according to The Or-

Anny; and Donald Scott, a man- ing him .to fall and hit his head
agement consultant in higher on the curb. According to the
report, "witnesses said that
education from Dallas.
These people have been nomi- Staeger was the aggressor in
nated: ..Mike Bass, UCF vice the incident and is well trained
president for research; Roland
Marshall, director of off-campus programs and professional development at Florida Institute ·
of Technology; Claira Lovett,
provost and vice president for
academic affairs at George Mason University;Ann Henderson,
executive director of the Florida .
Endowment for the Humanities;
Gershon Vincow, vice chancellor for academic affairs, Syracuse University; Richard
Huseman, dean of UCFs College ofBusinessAdministration;
John Bolte_, UCF's vice presie're working smarter,
dent for administration and fi~
too. So you don't have
nance; and Roy Caroll, vice presito
work harder.
dent for planning aii.d general
administration· of the UniverFor us, it means an.ongoing rela,
sity of North Carolina System.
tionship with ed11cators and profes,
People can be nominated
sors,
striving to understa_n dwhat's
without knowing it, so these
nomin~es cannot become candidates unless they formally accept the bid.

W

.

WE WANT

lando Sentinel.
The two yelled at each other,
and then Staeger said he saw a
second person coming at him
with his hands up, The Sentinel reported.
Defense Attorney Chad
Muller told The Sentinel that
"the person coming at Bryan

was Austin, Bryan kicked,
Austin went back, then came
at him full bore. Bryan kicked
again."
Austin's mother, Karel Savage, told The Sentinel that she
is anxious to see Staeger spend
time in jail for the death ofher
son.

•
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Like the TI,68, an advanced scien,
Plus a whole lot more.
No matter what your major, no
tific that solves up to five simulta,
neous equations, performs complex · matter what the course, there's a
TI scientific or business calculator
numbers and effers formula
that's right for you. Do the smart
programming.
thing: make one of thern a part
of your professional personality
now, and for the years to come.
You'll be on your way to work,
ing smarter. Instead of harder.
Try the entire line of TI scien,
tific and business calculators at
your local TI retailer.

.vou~

•

.

~,

TEXAS

sc=J~O~~

INSTRUMENTS

The official newspaper of the Lh1jy.~rsitY
of CentrlPFfdfida
wants yol.i '!:!.1.especially if you can
write. If you are
interested in writing
investigative news
or news/fea.tu re
stori~s, call Heidi
Steiner, News Editor, at UCF-NEWS.

•

needed to help them make math
concepts corne alive.
It means continually working
with students like you-, discovering
firsthand what you expect from the
calculator you select.
The result? Calculators that are
highly recommended by your
teachers and peers. Calculators
that are perfectly matched to your'
major and your coursework.
The TI,81 is a perfect example.
It offers the most comprehensive,
easy,to,use graphing features
available with extensive pro,
gramming .capabilities.
And there are others.

The TI,J(,)X SOLAR, a general
purpose workhorse powered by
ANYLITE™ solar cells so you
nev€r need batteries.
The BA II PLUS:M For business
students, this is the one to get.
It. handles time,valtJe,ofmoney and
offers cash flow analysis for internal
rate of return (IRR) and net present
value (NPy).

•
•

""• 00
~ -MAIIAN REBATE $5 00 1.

when you buy the Tl-68 or BAU PLUS™ I "

HOW: L Save your original cash register receipt.
2. Clip the proof-of-purchase UPC bar
code from package. ·
3. Complete this mail-in rebate certificate.
'" <-.I
4. Send all three items to th_e address below. _I

MAIL TD: BACK:ro-SCHOOL REBATE OFFER
·

Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 53 · Lubbock, Texas 79408

I

I
I
·. I
'

""liadcmark of Texas Instruments, Inc.

I
I•
I·

HERE'S

I

_ If what happened ~n_ your inside
happened on your outside,
would ou still smoke?.

•

NAME (PLEASE PRJNl)

CITY

STATE

,

ZIP

TERMSANDOONDmONS:Thisolravalidf.,,.pun:hu:lbetwccnB/1/91andl0/31/91.

~~ta.\:;_:h~=~~:i.::1;.~=J;,~o.~~!o;!o'fof~~i::b~ris!'k:~

I•

I
I•
I
I
I
I

addr<Sa above This original m•il·ln ccrtilbcc mua ocwmpany your rcqua< and may not be
duplicaa:d or rqiroduced. Not rcd=nabkin "fOllf lltlm. Offer v.alidonly as staa:d on this fonn
and only in the us.A. O«er void wh.,. prohibirm, ~. llW\lld. or ttltrimd. Umit on•
ttbair per howohold or llddma. T<>W lrutnuncnu ruerves the right to discontinue th': J

. program at any dine and without nodce
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.. New parking system
•

offers more flexibility
c1assoncea week and do not wish to
payfor a decal, she added. It should
also be a convenience to short-term
A parking system which has visitors to UCF, she said
been installed near the "E" lot
The system, known as "Park
combines long-term benefits Ur Self," is manufactured by a
with metered convenience. · · company called Park Ur Self
The new parking lot, located which is based in Novato, Calibehind the portable classrooms on fornia. Carpenter said she and
the northeast quadrant ofPegasus Richard Turkiewicz, UCF PoDrive, has nearly 120 spaoos and lice Department director, saw
will be open to anyone. Accordingto the system demonstrated at an ·
UCF Parking SeTVices, tbefee will Orlando conference sponsored
be 50 cents per hour. Those usmg by the Institutional and Mu- ·
the lot will pay for as much time as nicipal Parking Congress.
they wish to use.
Accor9filg to Brooks Garner,
Ina Carpenter, Parking Ser- Senior Parking Patroller, drivers
vices manager, said those using will park in whatever space th~y
the new lot will not be restricted to wish and prepay for the desired
the same two hour time limit as time increments. Unlike many of
regular metered lots on campus, the existing systems in Orlando
''We hope it will be a very that are similar in nature, the
positive addition to [existing] "Park Ur Self' system is depenparking," Carpenter said. The dent upon the receipt rather than
new system should alleviate on pre-numbered spaces.
some of the problems encoun''The only disadvantage is
tered by students who may need you'll have to walk to your car
to drive another car which does twice," Garner said. He said this
not have a parking sticker or for is counterbalanced by the fact
those who may only be taking a that drivers are not required to

by Bill Cushing

•
•

•
•

•
•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

BIG

I

The parki~g lot behind the Engineering Building started a new meter parking system. The
new lot will be Open tO everyone and Will not have a two hour time limit. (laura WerderfrCFF)
memorize a space number.
Once the money is deposited,
a ticket giving the necessary
information is displayed by the
driver on the car's dashboard.
''The money will go into the

'Decal Account'," Carpenter said.
Funds from this account are
used for maintenance costs and
also saved for future construction of parking facilities.
The system, which is entirely

self-contained, is protected by theft
by up to two inch steel plating,
even around exposed areas.
'They actually tested it by running a truck into jt," Garner said.
"And it's got an alarm on it."

BACK TO SCHOOL
•

r

SAVINGS!!
SONY.
$19.99

.. • Sony SRF-29 AM/FM Walkman
1

•

Don't
go out
v1ithout
your .
rubbers.

$29.98

Sony M330 Microcassette Recorder

Ideal for taking notes in class

•

maxeu. @TOI<. r;JBASF
•

• Maxell XLll 100 single c~ssettes

$2.98

·•Maxell T-120- VHS videotape

$3.69

• TDK MC60B3 3 pack microcassettes

$3.99

. • B~SF Ferro Extra I 60 min. cassette(two ~ack)

$1. 78

CASIO.
• Casio fx-7700 Graphing Calculator

$74.00

Traces, plots, graphs,
displays 16 columns x 8 lines

•

SHARP
• Sharp EL- 5020 Scientific Calculator

$19.99

Progranimable up to 40 steps and
2 variable statistics

-1/J

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

•

• Tl-30 Statistical Calculator

$11.99

54 scientijtc functions

Welcome Back From •••

'•

University Bookstore
(407)-823-2665

•

•
Sale ends Aug. 31, 1991

We're talking about
condoms .
And we're talking
about AIDS.
If you're not shnring
needles with infected
drug user's, there's one
other way you can get
AIDS. and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen. anybody is
vulnerable to the virus .
There are no vaccii·ieS
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
And if you get ,·you'll
likely die.
So if you choqse to
have sex. b0 sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
them.
Let's face it if a woman
doesn't look out for
herself. how can she be
sure anyone else will?
And if he
says no,
so can you:

AIDS

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wr~ng .
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·Long summer witnesses resignation, increased fees
by Tom Kopacz
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF students who left Central Florida
missed the most interesting summer in
recent memory, and that was without
the baseball team making the playoffs.
Altman :resigns under escort service cloud. S~ven Altman resigned
June 8 after two Florida newspapers
reported that he used escort services
while traveling on university business.
In August 1990, Florida Department
of Law Enforcement investigators found
Altman's name on the client list of Esquire Escorts of Tallahassee.
Altman toldFDLEinvestigatorsheused
the escort service three times in May 1990
while traveling on university business.
Altman defended his use of the escort
services, saying he used the company for
therapeutic massages to treat a recurrent back problem.
He said that wa$ the only time he
contacted an escort service. Altman also
said state money was not used for the
-escort service.
"There was no impropriety," he said
at a press conference. "I was always
.
modestly covered."
At the time, Altman ~aidhe woµldnot
resign.
.
H~wever, The ~rlando -Sentinel re-

ported Jun~ 8 that Altman had also
Although the board had approved a ished12th at theNCAAMen's Golf Chamcontacted escoi:t services in Tampa, Mi- $5 transcript fee for students who re- pionships June 5-8 at Poppy Hills in
'
ami, Atlantaand Washington.while trav- quest more than 5 transcripts, UCF will Monterey, Cal.
1 The Knights reached the fin_
als after
eling on university business.
not charge students for transcripts.
Altman resigned June 10.
The BOR also approved increases of cruising through the East Regional to a
According to UCF spokesman Dean numerous incidental fees charged state- third place finish.
The Knights posted rounds of 305. McFall, Altman felt resigning would be wide. UCF students face additional fees
good for the university.
as the health and activity and service 295-297-298 to finish 43 over par at the
finals, 34 strokes behind national chamThe state Board of Regents named re- fees were raised last fall.
tired University of Florida Provost Robert
With the additional fees, UCF stu- pion Oklahoma State.
Andrew Rice, oneofthreeKnightsnamed
Bryan interim president June 20.
dents who are Florida residents will pay
In the wake of Altman's resignation, $48.06 per credit hour, not including the to the All-America team, led the UCF golfthe UCF Foundation has asked auditors health fee of $41. Out of state students ers with a four-round total of 295. Warren
SchuttleofNevada-Las Vegas won the indiat Ernst & Young to take a close look at will pay a base tuition of $13l. 91.
the President's Excellence Fund during
UCFairplanedesignersplacesec- vidual title with a 5-under-par 283.
theannualauditoffoundationaccounts. ond in world championships. The
Hans Strom-Olsen and Malcolm Jo- The -·BOR named a 35-member com- UCF chapter of the American Institute seph were also named All-Americans.
riiittee July 25 to search for UCF's next of Aeronautics and Astronautics swept
At the regional tOurnament, Rice finpresident. Engineering Dean Gary the top two positions in the fifth annual ished third, including a 6-under-par 66
Whitehouse chairs the committee, which Aerodesign '91 International Competi- in the second round that temporarily put
includes representatives fr.om the uni- tion in Dayton, Ohio.
.the Knights in second behind eventual
·
.
versity and community.
UCF won with its remotely piloted ' winners Georgia Tech.
BOR increases student fees. UCF aircraft, Pegasus 91 and Carbon Copy II.
This was UCFs second triptotheNCM
students are preparing to bite the fin an- U.S. Air Force officials judged the air- finals. In 1990, the Knights :finished'.21st.
Social Work moves out. The Departcial bullet this fall in the wake -of the craft according to flight performance,
Board of Regen ts' decision to increase design drawings, research report and an ment ofSocial Work changed its letterhead
numerous administrative fees.
oral presentation. AIAA members de- over the summer: it is now .part of the
College of Health and Public Affairs. It was
The new fee schedule calls for a $50 _.. signed and piloted the aircraft.
fee for students who sign up for classes
The UCF students beat entries from part of the College of Arts and Sciences.
The department also moved.it's offices
during late registration.
34 universities from the United States,
from the Humanities and Fine Arts BuildAlso, studehts ".Vho have not paid their Canad~ and Poland.
GolfersthirdinEast,12thatNCAA ing to a portable. The department is schedtuition by the close of business Tu~sday
in..to its
owr:i
building
will be charged .an additional _$50.
· finals. The UCF men's golf team .fin- . uled to Il)Ove
.
:
.
. . in 1993.
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WE WANT
YOU.

•
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_The official newspa--per of the University
of Centr~I Flqrida
'wants you - especially if you can
write. If you ·are
interested in writing
.investigative news
or news/feature
storles, call Heidi ·
Steiner, News· Editor, at UCF-NEWS.
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Driving a lemon of
a car? Let us sell it
for you -

r

•

and start ~porting
the car of your
dreams.

Mvertise toOaf in

More and more• l'h!h at"ross 1111·
country are rern111mending l l1·wl(·11 Packard financial and sci(•111 ific
calculators to tlwirstud<'itts . :\nd
for some very strong n·a...,ori:-..

"The HP 48SX Sc:i(·t1l'ific ~:xpandahl(·
has powerful gmphil's t""b t hal ;m•
remarkably helpful to st ud(•11t.'> l1•ani
ing mathematical <:on<·Ppb. And
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IT'S ACADEMIC BOOKSTORE
.... the off cam~pus bookstore .

Thousands of USED UCF textbooks_.n ow in stock!

r•

BOOK RUSH HOURS:
ThLLrS.

~Fri.

SCL~LLrdcr_-!:J

SLLTLdCLy
•

$5.00 Off any backpack

B--B
10--5
J_ ~2--4

-:.: . ,,,:.>'c":~5.00 off any sweatshirt

with coupon

with coupon
,.

good through 8•31•91

good through _8 •3i•91

University Blvd. a t Alafaya. T r a i l • 658-4612
1.•

•
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The most reusable piece ofplastic on campus.

•
the AT&T Calling r;ard will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

•

Once tcvu have one, you'll neYer need to apply for another. And it·s the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&Twhen you can't clial

•

•
di red ..What's more, if you get your Calling Card now, you'll get a free hours worth of AT&T long distance calling.* 0 Of course. when rnu

•

•
u, .e your Calling Card you'll always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T: D And when you get your

-

•
•
Calling Card, you'll become a f!1ember of AT&T Student Sauer Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students

time and money. ~D So, as you see, there's only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card** in todays college environment. Indispensable.

•
•

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4811.
·Good for one hOur of d1rect·d1aled, coast·to-coast. night and weekend calling. based on prices effecllve 2/16/91 Offer hm1ted lo one $8 25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per
student Oller valid through June 30. 1992.
·'In add1t1on. campus ·.~s1dents may place d1rect-d1aled calls using umvers11y and AT&T ACLJSS" Service.
< 1991 AT&T

•

Ad No. NS 764A Rev

•
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FRIDAY .
ALL DOMESTIC BOTTLED
BEER $1.00 All NIGHT
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THIS COUPON ENTITLE'S YOU ;
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Soviet Union on the
way to d~m~cracy
via·hardlin~r coup
he Soviet Union_is entering yet another
·T phase of turmoil. With the hard-liner's at-

tempt to oust Gorbachev and the republics
beginning.to separate, the last of the red hot the
communist are beginning to panic.
The attempted coup. Monday is exactly that,
an attempt. Russian President Boris Yeltsin has
not supported the hard-lip.e takeover and this is
marking the end of the hard-liners ability to
assume power when needed. This fact :was obvious by the tens of thousands of Russian people
who turned out in support ofYeltsin, rallying to
~s defiant attitude and'completely ignoring the
rmposed curfew.
·
Mo.lo~ov cock~ails are soup de jour.
This is very different from 1964, when Leonid
Brezhnev andAleksei Kosygin overthrew Nikita
Krushev. What is occurring, is legal, elected
public officials standing up to the hard-liners in
Moscow. They will use this legality to focus
support for their ar~as.
The coup itself appears to have been done
either quickly or with very little support. It took
several hours after the announcement for the
military to _get tanks in. Also, the fact that
Yeltsin is still in power implies that th·e
hardliners do not have the support they need.
On,ly hours after t_h e military forces moved in, a
sizea~le faction pledged its support to Yeltsin,
refusing to fire on either the crowd or the Russian parliament.
The question to ask is whether the reform~
and agreements signed by Gorbachev are going
to be honored. Most likely the agree:rµents are
going to be kept, but the hard-liners will most
likely try to go back to a more regulated economy.
This will not be possible, though.
The Soviet people have obviously not given their
sup1>9rt to the new regime. The initial reaction of
the Muscovites was to belittle the troops and
ignore the new mandates. If this continues then
the liard-liners cannot maintain power.
This is a fact that was evi9.ent by Wednesday
morning, as tanks moved out of position and the
word was that the members of the coup were on
their way.; to the airport for reasons then unknown.
- The final problem is world support. Europe
. has recently considered giving aid to the Soviet
Union: This aid was considered because of theliberal reforms beiri.g discu_s sed and instituted.
If the hardliners actually implement their policies then Western support will be ·pulled out.
This in turn will force even greater economic
failure. It doesn't take a financial genius to
· know that Russia absolutely needs economic
help to survive.
The situation in Russia cannot be compared
to Tianamen Squar~ two years ago. The people
there have tasted freedom, and they want it. ·The Soviet Union -is going through changes.
Whether it will happen nolf or later, the countzy
is going to become democratic and have an open
market;·it is just a matter of how many people
have to die for it to happen.
_

Greetings stlidents,.
Welcome·to UCF
~ack

c~pus

to the lovely
of the
W elc<?me
Umversity of Central Flonda. A new
school year is beginning with even greater
enrollment and construction. The Central Florida
Future would like to greet all of the incoming
freshmen and recognize all of the returning
students ofUCF. We all know how hard it is to
return to the grind of college. So, welcome all
and have a great semester.
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Lefthanders of the' world .unite! Y6u
have nothing to lose but your rights
Bill Cushing
! , . · ·.:

WHAT'S NEXT?

T

he 20th century is, we are told, an era in which
people are more sensitive and responsive to those
who are different. It is a time of ''kinder and
gentler" nations and thousands of"points oflight."
Men are trying to be more sensitive to the problems
of women, whites are aware of the plight of blacks and
the Israelis are more understanding of... well, OK, the
Israelis aren't very understanding of anything, but
never mind that. The point is that many of the traditional ethnic, religious, natienal and numerical minorities have seen a change in attitude and a corresponding
shift in legislation to 'help them adjust to the mainstream of society.
However, I contend that one group which has traditionally suffered the greatest mjustices and intolerance in the whole of human history is still suffering
from physical, psychological and social discrimination
in this country and the world. That group is the mQre
than 500 million people who make up that neglected
minority: The left-handers of the world.
. It didn't begin this way, of course. In prehistoric
times, there was equality for all, as any casuafobserver
can see. Clothes, weapons and tools were all designed
and made to be used with either hand. In those happier,
fairer times it didn't matter how one put on a skin
garment, picked up a spear or held a hammer, Sa.w or
an axe.
But then a change began to take place. On~ can only
speculate how and when it occurred, but it s_eems
. obvious that, ever so slowly, an elitist, power-hungry
group Qf right-handers (probably wishing to consolidate political and economic power for themselves)
began plotting a realignment of society against the
innocent left-handers. From the Golden Age of Greece
to the Classical Era of the Roman Empire, right up to
the current Epoch of Political Correctness, left-handed
people have been relegated to minor roles.
It started innocuously enough, With little changes in
the language. In ancient Rome, for example, the word
for right was "dexter" while the word
left was
"sinister." Was this a coincidence? I hardly think so.
Even today, one is "left out" or "left behind," while
things are either "quite right" or a condition is "rightly
so."
"Left-handed compliments" are undesirable while
wemove"rightahead." Andthelesssaidabout"Mi~ht
makes right," the better.
- Tools and utensils were gradually altered to favor
ri~hthanded operators. Frying pans with drip spouts,
scissors and cameras all present problems to· lefties,
while a circular saw threatens to take otffingers,,and
_
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the bolt action of a Springfield rifle could scoop the
eyeball out 'o f a left-handed shooter.
If one drive$ a. standard transmission American
automobile, the gear shift is to the right. And why is it
that to get the car tog~ one uses the right pedal, while
the pedal on the left stops it?
Perhaps the final straw came when, 1ast spring, a
team of New England medical researchers reported
that left-handed people are prone to suffer an earlier
· death, expiring.about 10 years less than the average
lifespan. The way the odds have been stacked against
us, it is little wonder that left..:hapded people survive as
long as they do.
The inequities of the world are becoming far too
much for even the most tolerant left-handed person to
bear. This -is a situation which will change. The time
has come for the left-handed people of the world to
unite. Slowly we are banding together-in secret now
-but soon we will be in the streets demanding our due.
In fact, there is a covert movement among lefthanded inembers of Congress even now to propose and
pass an Equal Lefts Amendment. (And you thought it
was only their politics that were to the left!) · This amendment would call for a return to left"::
' handed activities in this country.
Baseball, for instance.
Yes, our acknowledged national pastime is a game
favoring the left-handed player. Think of it: Lefthanded pitchers can go into their windup and still
keep an eye on the runner at first b~se while a player
batting left comes out of the swing facing first base,
· ready to go.
Remember, scientific and medical studies have revealed that whatever hand a person favors is controlled
by the opposite hemisphere of the brain. That means
that right-handed people are dominated by the left half
of their brains~ it also means that only left-handed
·
people are in their right mind!
Additionally, left-handed people tend to be more
intelligent and creative than those who favor the right
hand. This would explain why Leonardo daVinci,
Aristotle, Pablo Picasso, Charlemagne and Galilee
were all left-handed.
.
It does not, however, explain why Sylvester Stallone
is left-handed.
You may or may not have noticed that the current
president, George Bush, is left-handed. And now, hot
on the heels of his success during Operation Desert
Storm, there is talk of General Norm~n Schwarzkopf,
another southpaw, being put up as either Bush's next
running mate or, ifhe should turn out to be a Democrat,
as a contending nominee.
·
From there, who knows where things might go?
· We could soon see the ratification of a Bill of Lefts.
When the time comes for the revolution, don't be left
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Plan To Watch Some Day, just as you
really plan to watch all the other vital
videotapes you are carefully saving
in a large unlabeled dust-covered pile
containing such video treasures as
the first l 2 minutes of the 1983 Recording Industry All-Star Salute To
The Accordion, or the entire four-part
1986 National Geographic nature
special on Mollusks That Spit. Afriend
of ours named Paddy reports that he
tried to free himself from his Civil
War tapes by putting them in a gro-.
cery bag and "lending" them to a
friend named Fred, in hope that they
would gradually become absorbed into
Fred's vital-vide.otape pile. But Fred
saw what Paddy was up to and
shrewdly returned the bag. In fact,
Paddy suspects that the bag now.contains more videotapes than.when he
lent it, and possibly some zucchini.
This mass of tapes will probably be
passed back and forth like a gift fruitcake between the two households for
years to come., gradually increasing
in size, until eventually it has to travel
via rental truck.
Q. What qU:alities should a consumer
look for in a rental truck?
A It should look as though previous .
~ 1981 TrlLruno Medi• Servi<it1, inc.
renters were delivering c~lves on the
Alt nights Ro~rvecl
Seat.
up the gas barbecue grill incorrectly and were lac~rQ. How can I be sure that my bank is a safe place
ated by a hail of spare ribs traveling at upward of270 for my money?
· .
.
miles per hour.
' ·
A The Associated Americah Banking Association
A Ha ha! Serves them right.
recommends that you go to the bank personally and
Q. What should I do with the 4 7 pounds of video- get answers to the following questions: Are there
tapes I made of the Public Broadcasting System's people standing around wearing ski masks but not
series on the Civil War?
· skiing? Does the guard have a gun? Does he ~now
A This is growing consumer problem. Govern- how to use it? As a depositor, you have the legal right
ment analysts now estimate that 76 percent of th~ to obtain a complimentary bank calendar and see if
nation's strategic videotape supply is being used to the guard can shoot a hole through the weekday of
store the Civil War series, which nobody has time to your choice from 10 paces.
watch all the way through for-the same reason that
Q. May he shoot through a legal holiday?
nobody was able to watch it all the way through the
A Don't be ridiculous.
·
first time, namely it lasted longer than the actual
NEXT WEEK'S COMSUMER TOPIC: Our longCivil War. But of course you can't erase this series, distance telephone options, and why we don't ever
because it's Excellent Television that you can Really want to hear another word ·about them.

HOW

YOUR

t's time for '1Consumer Advice for Normal Humans," the popular feature that
has been endorsed by top consumer
authorities including Ralph Nader, Consumer Reports, Mister Rogers, Gen.
Norman -Schwarzkopf and Queen
Elizabeths I and II, because it answers the
questions of real consumers, defined as
"consumers who frequently have to open
'child-proof aspirin bottles with their teeth."
We'll start with the most common consumer question, namely:
Q. Is there anything I can do about the
irritating light on my VCR that has been
flashing "12:00" since the first term of the
Reagan administration?
A You have several options here. My
wife, following the recommendation ofleading electronics experts, makes the light go
away at night by draping a ,standard hand
towel over the VCR. However, a friend of
ours, Hannah, informs us that you can
obtain more permanent results by covering
the light with a piece of black electrician's
tape.
Q. What ifl don't know any black electricians?
A You know what we mean, you silly
goose.
Q. How come the manufacturers don't put the light
in back of the VCR, where you can't see it? ·Or just
make VCR's without the light?
A Because then they would have no way of constantly reminding you, the consumer, what a moron
you are for not remembering how to program your
VCR. In fact, the original plan was to have the light
constantly flash the words ''YOU BONEHEAD," but
the manufacturers decided that this would be too
obvious.
Q. The government should require that every VCR
instruction manual have a section entitled "We're
Not So Bright Ourselves/' which would consist of
true anecdotes involving engineers, like the time at
the VCR Design Engineers Cookout when they hooked
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The good 'ole days may be happening right now
Ed Bowes
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
elcome back, boys & girls! Welcome back to the
W wonderful
world of college.
Yes, it's that time of year again when we all get
psyched up to tear, head long, into another year· of
· academics. For all those who have been here long
enough, it's a whole new year to finish up and get
underway. For those who haven't been here long
enough (is there some of ya out there?), it's another
year to have many forms ofknowledge and enlighten- ment r'a mmed, crammed and smacked into ya. And
for all incoming freshmen, it's a year to discover what
all this college stuff is about.
With the onset of every new year, school reconditions many young, aspiring adults into little addicts.
No, not drug addicts! - although I'm sure that

happens. What college does to many young people is
very similar to drug addiction, however.
Like a drug habit, college costs a lot of money, no
doubt. Which reminds me; I saw a T-shirt the other
day proclaiming, "College is one big party with a
$30,000.00 cover charge." For some, I think it is. Like
a drug habit, college also invokes a risk to one's
physical health. Everyday, iri order to get to and from
this place oflearning, many find themselves driving
a.lot of miles on these Kamikaze highways of Central
Florida.
Furthermore, college is addictive: once into it, it's
·hard to get out (At least it seems that way). The only
incongruous aspect of this I find is the missing of the
high. If college is truly like drug addiction, there
should be a high, right? I presume there is. It's
probably one of those deferred highs - It'll hit you
later in life.
As many of you return to your college habits this
year, a whole different lifestyle is taken on. With

African Americans hailed with
column from minority position
Abdul Rahman
WHAT'S HAPPENING

Y

o dukes,
Since the last time we talked, I have had
a chance to check out a f-ew things going
around campus and around Central Florida.
- Being one of the only two African Americans on
The Central Florida Future staff, I think it is
time to touch OJ?. a few things.
.Ifirst of all; from now on, Afric~ Americans
are going to have an outlet to voice our opinion on
things that we feel needs to be touched upon. I,
for one, amgettingtiredofpeop1eplayingme like
the Lakers.I think we should stop being the
minority, and start being the majority.
Secondly, there is going to be all kinds of

special tips for everything from the best places to
eat to hair care tips. We are all guilty ofhaving an
outdated hair cut once or twice in our lif~times.
Let's get with the 90s people.
Finally, I want to know what's on the rnin_ds of
an the minorities(majority) on campus.
Let me know what you as individuals feel need
to be done to better our position throughout
Central Florida. I hope I am not wasting my time
on this column, because alone I just make noise,
but together we can make a difference.
Don't let anybody tell you what you ·can or
cannot say or do. Sometimes you have to stand for
something or fall for."everything. For once let's
have some of our own ideas and make better
changes for you and me. Remember, for the latest
news on the hippest concerts and upcoming events,
pick up a copy of The Central Florida Future ana
tune in to ''What's Really Happening."

General Schwarzkopf, Steven .Altman
attended UCF.in a Very different reality
Brian Goercke
NAKED EXPRESSION
and newcomers to UCF; and,
H inellothefreshmen
words of the honorable Steven Altman, "000 baby, spank me with both
hands." Ha lia... not really, I'm tight with Steve
and he ain't nothing like that.
Actually, to all those new to the institute of
UCF, I'd like to reassure you that, for that
extra effort at work to store away enough money, that your parents slaved 10-15 hours at a
McDonald's for you education, I want you to
know, 'you've made a wise choice in embracing
UCF as your college of choice, and, in no tiµ1e,
you'll be writing run-on sentences just like me.
How about we take a look at the history of
UCF, OK?
In 1939, the draw-bridge to intellectual speculation was drawn, as it were, and great minds
like John Updike, Ring Lardner, Tug McGraw
and J.D. Salinger (now proud owner of J.D.'S
Fabulous dinner Theater Where Women With
Fabulously Large Breasts Will Serve You Bar
& Grill) attended. Yea, these great minds were
greatly stimulated (not like Dr. Altman, though)
and the world, with the exception of Yogi Berra, seemed to have the strangest notion that
they formed the nucleus of the '73 Mets' bullpen.
Many other great minds attended the institute

and were stimulated (again,_not as Altman)
and found the faculty, administration and curriculum to be a veritable festival of wisdom;
and, of course, I'm not referring to UCF, but if
I were, you could· damn well bet I wasn't being serious.
In all actuality, I know less than zero about
the history ofUCF, except maybe the last seven
years of it, of which it has taken myself (many _
times claimed to have the keen mentality of an
up-and-rising Axl Rose) all of these years to get
one of them there B.A's. As an English lit. major who'·s taken some 150 credit units, here's a
smattering of advice to those of you who don't
know any better to ignore my colurnB.
To all lit. buffs who want to Il)ake a career of
it at UCF, you have several options: 1) transfer
to Rollins College, 2) Have you considered majoring in auta mechani~s?, 3) Have you considered a nice vocational school? Do you know that
some chefs at ·steak & Ale make ten G's an
hoµr? (that's four more than our ol' friend Nick
Conte who has a degree and newspaper experience and everything) ~ If you are majoring in
education-eheat, I hear it's easy. All you other
cats with different majors can fend for yourself
as I'm running way over the· perimeters of my
column.
Oh, but did you know that Gen. Schwarzkopf went to UCF? Honest to God, so did Yogi
Berra, Micheal Jordan, Chuck D. and some
even say Steven Altman, but I'm -pretty sure
that's a rumor.

A note from the editor

studying being an ideal priority, many just don't find
the time to procure all the normal and healthy things
required in life. Things such as not keeping up with
old friendships, not shaving, wearing torn cl~thes,
eating Vivarin like candy, getting an average of four
hours of sleep, ect. , all take precedence and make up
some of the natural and various hazards of college
life.
All in all; this new year brings a return to that time
in life which we'll all remember as 'fthe good 'ole
days". A couple, maybe a few, decades down the road,
we'll.all be reminiscing on how much we enjoyed this
time of our lives. So boys and girls, let's make the
most ofit. Heads up, smiles on and brace yourselves
for another terrific year.
Welcome back, good luck _and have a wonderful
1991-92 school year!

Ed Bowes is a computer science I software enginee·ring major.

Do you like Anarchy?
Then come in and
talk to Jocelyn about
writing for the
Opinion seetion.
Voice your own
ideas.
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Hey now that
the sumrTI'er is
over put down
0 ·your bat and
pick up your
O pen.Come
over to the
1- newspaper office
~ and talk to Jocelyn.
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P.S. The regular comic strip ~In Umbo,# drawn by AS.
Whitten. which featured the antics of Joe Gherney,
will not be returning this fall. We will miss Tony and Joe.
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MORE ATTORNEYS
RECOMMEND

~abr1
LSAT
CLASSES BEGINNING
SEPTEMBER3

FREE LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS SEMINAR
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST.28 . 6:00pm
HOLIDAY INN - UCF • 12125 HIGH TECH AVE.
CALL 1-800-777-EXAM TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT

_ATTORNEYS RELY ON US..
SHOULDN'T YOU.?

OO!lbn

The Professional Advantage
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Students should look foiward to

suggests students ·
get involved at UCF

expanded seIVices in '91-'92 year

Interim president

•

•

I

'Pegasus' will provide information about Student Government ·

Dr. Robert Bryan

-Jason DiBQna

CAMPUS COMMENTARY

CAMPUS COMMENTARY

Students:
to the University of Central
D earWelcome
and congratulations to all of you
W elcome
Florida. You've joined one of the fastest
.
who are new to our university. Welcome back

growing universities in the country, and
we are delighted you are here.
The university is committed to providing you
an excellent education. The faculty are distinguished in their fields, and are well prepared
and interested in guiding your educational pursuits. Here you will find a faculty devoted to
good teaching and good research. You will also
find that your faculty cares about you as an
individual.
Students are the main reason the university exists. To take advantage of all the opportunities provided for you, you' must also make a
commitment to pursue your studies seriously.
,That includes attending classes regularly and
being prepared for them. You should not hesitate to seek help .and advice; you will be pleasantly surprised how many people want to help
you to be successful. And, we want you to join
our efforts to make this the friendliest university in Florida.
Auniversity education consists of more than
matriculation through the curriculum. Your
involvement in extra-curricular activities such
as Student Government, the many organizations and clubs, speakers, concerts, plays and
athletics makes an important difference in your
total experience: Try some that interest you. It's
worth it.
We expect this year to be the best one ever.
The university is growing and changing for the
better.Your full participation in the university
community will assure that your education is
complete, and that you will join an already
proud group of 45,000 alumni in just a few years
ahead.

. - Robert A. Bryan is the i17:.terim -presldent

to those of you whom would rather still be on
vacation.
Our university has gone through many changes
this summer. The biggest and most surprising is
the resignation of University President Steven
Altman. Dr. Altman, in his relatively short tenure,
hurled this institution to uncharted heights. The
appointment oflnterim President Bob Bryan will
allow UCF to continue to Q.evelop in the positive
direction in which Dr. Altman.has taken it. Hopefully, our Christmas gift this year will be a new
university president.
Look forward to extremely expanded services
for students this year. Student Government has
been working non-stop since May 1991 to maximize the use and return ofActivity and Service Fee
dollars. A detailed description of expanded services and Student Government projects will be .
debuted in September in our new informational
magazine, "Pegasus." In short we will provide
more informa.,tion,- more services, more scholarships and more jobs.for students this year. My
challenge to you as students is to meet me halfway
and use the services that are available to you.
In light of the budget crunch in our state this
past Legislative Session, any attempt Student
Government makes to enhance Student life may
be in vain. We, as students, are trapped in an
economic cesspool.
·
· Perhaps even ~ore serious is the fact that there
appears to able no imminent solution to the economic problems we face. Every fee known to students has gone up this year. Tuition has skyrocketed 15 percent in state and 25 percent out of state.
The average student will pay anywhere from $162
to $1000 more this year to cover rising tuition

costs. We as students will generate an extra $4Q
million for the State University System (SUS) this
year. However, the SUS's overall budget has decreased by $100 million. You do the math! We are
paying more for significantly less classes, less
parking spaces, less library peri_odicals and less
books. The tuition increase which we have just
received will be used not to improve the quality of
education offered at our university by 15 percent,
but instead will be used to balance an awkward
and insufficient state budget. Our state government is using our dollars to try and patch the sails
on a sinking ship.
I may very wi..U be "preaching to the choir." The
sermon, however, must ting in our ears loudly
enough to·make us carry the message to our local
legislative delegations and outward to the press.
We can, and should, protest until our elected
officials find a way to expand the revenue base for
education. One small problem, I forgot that we are
powerless: We are powerless by choice; we do not
VOTE. No matter how much we cry, every legislator
in this state knows that we have not, we do not and
we will not vote. My last challenge to you is to register
to vote if you are unregistered, vote if you are registered and become educated on the issues that directly affect your wallet'purse and the quality ofyour
-education. I promise to you, as students, that Student Government will provide both the means and
-availability on this campus for you to become both
registered to vote and educated on the issues.
However, only YOU can motivate yourself to
take advantage of what we will offer. Look in The
Central Florida Future and the "Pegasus" for
information regi;trding voter registration and pertinent student-. i."Rues. T.i~t.Pn to WUCF 89.9 for
additional information. We are reaching out! Feel
the power of education and voting. Education is
one of the few things we pay for but do not demand.
Demand it.
.
,
Thank you, ahd I am looking forward to working for you this year.

- Jason A DiBona is student body president.

The CFF stands for integiity and UCF
page. All of the other views on the Opinion pag- ·
es are solely of columnists and letter writers.
Any student can Write a piece for the Opinion
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
section. Longer pieces may be called "Campus
Commentaries" and given a larger space. Smaller
comments will be run as letters to the editor.
e are NOT The Washington Post, The New
If
readers have any questic,ms, comments or
York Times nor The Wall Street Journal.
However, we ARE the official student complaints, they ~an call us and talk it over
newspaper of the University of Central Florida. with an editox or state their views in a letter to
The Central Florida Future is an independent the editor. The letters policy and other information is stated in every issue at the bottom of the
student press and we are here to present
objective medium of news that affects the en- · staff box.
The Future is an unincorporated organizatire UCF community.
tion
and we have been financially independent
Since it is the start of a new fall term, I
fr.om
the university since 1985. All of our funds
wanted to take this opprtunity to introduce the .
student newspaper to new readers. I als<;> want- are raised solely through advertising sales. We
ed to clear up any questions that our returning do not receive any money from the Acivity and
readers may have about our organization and .Service Fee that all students must pay every
semester.
the way we operate.
We do not ~ave any direct ties with Student
Our staff is made up of students and managed entirely by students. Most students on Government or other organizations on campus.
campus can work for us and many of our staff This is to insure objectivity in reporting procemembers are non- journalism majors. Our writ- dures. Our staff follows ethical codes as outlined
ers, editors, photographers and advertising rep- by the Society of ProfessiQnal Journalists .
Since our break from university funding, we
resentatives are paid employees. I encourage
have
been striving to become totally indepenanyone who wants to get involved to come by
We
are in a transition stage and we hope ··.
dent.
and fill out an application.
to
achieve
our total independence in the next
We have come a long way in relatively short
·period of time. The paper was founded in 1968 · few years. However, we are considered to be an
when UCF was called Florida Technological Uni- independent newspaper an_d only the editors of
versity and thus we got the name The FuTUre. the paper can make content decisions. There is
' Our paper runs tabloid style with news, opin- no censorship of this newspaper.
The Future is tool for students to learn about
ion, classifieds and sports sections. We have a
local features section, Collage, which runs on journalism. We hope we're doing a good job. As one final point, this issue marks the preTuesdays and an entertainment magazine, Conmiere
of our new look. We are still experimentfetti, which examines national entertainment
ing
with
new designs and content, but I do
features every Thursday.
invite
any
comments or criticisms that may help
The Future is published on Tuesdays and
us
out.
Thursdays during fall and spring and on
Keepreading because we have many exciting
Wednesdays during summer. It is distributed
things
planned for the Future.
for free in bins around theUCF community.
The collected opinion of The Future Editorial
Board is represented in the staff editorial which - Jamie Carte is Editor in Chief of The Central
always runs on the left of the first Opinion Florida Future.

.Jamie Carte
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Designed by Trek, the Antelope series
offers both comfortable multi-purpose
and aggressive trail riding bikes. We
kept an eye on value so you can keep
your eye on the fun.

tllJP-U~
(Ft;Jrmerty Bike King)

9100 E. Coionia! • Or:c.;)dJ
(at Beltway)

•
•
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GREEK CORNER

FOR RENT

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Hey PIKES! Hope everyone had a great ·· 2 bedroom apt Chancellors Row furnished
call 767-6912
summer. Rush is here. Let's gear up for another excellent year and stud pledge class soRoom for rent, $235/mo. Female, new home
rori ties. Congrats on an awesome rush. Nice
near UCF. Call 365-2816
house ZfA! hope all .the greeks had a great
summer. Looking forward to another year of
Bedroom/bath 5 miles from UCF
·
excellence. ITKA is gonna rock ya!
cozy _co.untry home/female only
non-smoker call 365-7762 •
DELTA TAU DELTA
... FRATERNITY RUSH' ..
Room for rent in Chuluota $130 mo +Utilities
FRl 8- 12TROPICALOASIS
Kitchen Use AC 365-5796
SAT8-1am CAFETERIA NORTH
KNIGHT IN LAS VEGAS
. ·2/2 apt near UCF Wash/Dry, fans , dishMON 8-12 ON THE GREEN
. washer. Nice. $450. 365-7~2
CLUB KUWAIT
Complimentary SCUD SECURITY on SITE
Detached Efficiency on 5 AC $325/mo lncls :
WED 8-12 AT THE HOUSE
laundry, covered parking , local phone, utils
"BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE"
$.150 dep, $250/pets 366-1758
FRI 8-12ATTHE HOJJSE
TROPICAL ISLAND PARADISE
Sherwood Forest
3 bdrrn-2bth Now Available Duplex Includes:
Washer/Dryer Large Kitchen .and Living Area
Front+ Back Yard 1-2 miles from UCF $650
per month Call .Graham 422-3080 875-3205

BROTHERS DO NOT, REPEAT, DO N0T
FORGET OUR SECRET MOTIO!
YO! L\T6

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FROM$465TO
$510. MOST HAVE WASHERS AND
DR"ERS. ALL HAVE TWO BEDROOMS, 3
WITH CARPORTS . CALL FOR INFORMATION ATIAINABLE PROPERTIES INC
REALTORS. 273-8937. AFTERNOONS AT
12066 TIFT CIRCLE- 1:30-4:30.

ROOMMATES
Female Roommate wanted-N/S, quiet, responsible, neat. To share 2 Bedroom 2-1 bath
tnhouse wt dishwasher, micro, W!D. Near
UCF. Will have own room & bathroom. $215/
rno.+1/3 Utilities . Call 382-9216 .

FOR SALE

Neat clean mature & responsible college stu
dents seek same: female for own room W!D
· house behind Lake tennis pool etc. Rent
ASAP-381-5387 Kerry.

Desk and Chair for sale. Good condition .
Plenty of drawer space and room for books on
built in shelf. $40 Call 282-9216.
Tl-81 Graphics Calculator, wtinstr. book,
used only 1 sem. Call Mark: 788-2657. $75.
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 bdrm 2 bath . In Alafaya
Woods subdivision in Oviedo Fireplace,
vaulted ceilings,.ceiling fans, water softener,
electric garage door opener. 5 yrs old. $4600
down, asking $92,000. 30yr assumable mortgage. This one will sell fast! 292-6351 Broker.

Female Roommate Wanted To Share Apt
With Sarne . 2BRl2BA, WtD, All The Amenities. $310/me> + 1/2 Utilities, Deposit. Altamonte Area. 291-6729. Please Leave Message.

USE0 COMPUTERS AND PARTS FOR
SALE. IBM, laptops , printers, modems,
boards , dri ves, office equipment, shelves,
misc. Cash or Visa/MC. Fri. 8123 10-5. Orange Computer, 5842 S.Semoran, at Hoffner
Airport Business Center .

2 Female non-smoking Roommates to share
room very clean Townhouse in Fox Hunt move
,~;lr:i~ edi~tel y $160.;t 11~ utili ties. Call 380-

.,,.~.;;:: ·..:

;::''"·=···

~·

-

MILLloNS OF DOLLARS GO UNCLAIMED
each year because students are unaware of
many sources. College scholarships are
available, 6 to 25 sources per student guaranteed. FREE info. Students to college 110
Butterfield Ave. Watertown, NY 13601

2 by 2 Townhouse wt washer dryer quiet and
gorgeous location 1O min. from UCF must be
responsible $270 Month+1/2 Util. Call 3812533.

14

Cornputer286turbo20 meg Hard51/4 Floppy

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE ASSISTANT

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Monitor IBM ProPrinter and Keyboard incl.
Computer table and Printer Paper Software
inc. Word Perfect 5.1 Harvard Graphics Lotus
123 with Always Must Sell $650 OBO
Also Beginner Golf Clubs $50
Nishiki Touring Bike $1 00
Call !578-5052 Leave Message

needed for computer company . Requires
good telephone and customer ski lls part time:
9-1 or 1-5 weekdays. Apply in person at Or·ange Computer, Airport Business Center,
5842 S.Sernoran Blvd ., Orlando 32822.

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available . IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing .

Energetic individual needed to participate in
unique marketing program with attractive
benefits. For details call 277-4660.

Computer Printer: IBM Quietwriter With Tractor Feed (Good Condition) With Paper ribbons;
Printheads . Call 823-2839 or 365-6974. Ask
for Fred. $225

Security Alarm, effective, portable & inexpensive. Attaches to windows and doors. Only
$34.95. Limited Time (orientation only) Godwin Ind. Dept201, 643 Jamestown Blvd, Suite
2137, Alt Springs, FL 32714

The Oviedo Recreation Dept is in need of an
experienced Tumbling Instructor Contact:
Jenette Butler 366-7000 x660
CompuSearch needs campus rep, 5 hours per
week. No selling. Great pay. Call Gordon 1800-284-3842

TUTORS

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from $100.
Forcjs. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. auyers Guide. (1) 805 962-8000 Ext.S4628

(.

LSAT GMAT GAE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by testing specialist
Michael Tierney, 897-3300 or 341 -0003

Earn $150/Wk part time. Must be willing to
work 15-18 hrs/Wk. Send SASE for free info to:
Godwin lndustries~Dept200, 643 Jamestown
Blvd. Suite 2137~-~lt_Springs, FL 32714

AUTOS

--

OTHER

---Free Scholarship Information for students.
Please Cal I for free brochure. Results.guaranteed 1-800-937-1.797 ext 14

WANTED

IS IT TRUE ...JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH
THE U.S. GOV'T? CALL FOR FACTS ! 504649-5754 EXT. S-2S68

MODELS NEEDED
NEXXUS HAIR SHOW
Orlando Stouffer Resort Aug 25· 26
Models selected receive
free cut, style, perm, or color
and free Nexxus products
Contact Howard Britt
1-800-447· 6399

Volkswagon Rabbit '84 - Super Condition, Al
C., Very Economical, Silver $2200 Call 3631158 Ask for Erika

I

Fast*Profassional* Accurate

Looking for a tremendous no risk ground Hoor
opportunity to represent one of Americas most
reputable and successful companies that offers your hara work? Please call for exci ting
details. 277-1677

86 Honda 500 Interceptor V4 Mint Condition
Must Sell 366-6563 OBO

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP$$
$6.6 BILLION OF AID$$ AVAILABLE
NO INCOME REQUIREMENTS FOR
pUALIF . ($69 FEE) CALL TODAY AT 1-800988:2962
.

•

•

I

i

Female Roommate Needed to share three
bedroom apt. Wastier/Dryer $250 mo. plus 1/
3 utilities. Call Becky 380-6116.

.
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HELP WANTED
j

WESLEY'S
Fall Semester Kickoff
PARTY
We'll have lots of food and fun
So come out and party w.ith us
Today (Thursday Aug. 22)
5 to 7pm at Lake Claire.
Remember WESLEY'S.Bible Study
every Wednesday at Spm
Student Center Room SC211
l,t"s all free and open to everyone.

SERVICES

-------------

Math tutor wanted for Algebra and Geometry.
Call Micliael Tierney testinQ, specialist 897·
3300
.
Driver' and Vehicle Detailer, part time, flexible
hours, 5-15 hours per week, must have good
driving record $7 per hr., will train, call M-F, 3
to 5 pm only, l.P .S. 407-898-7079.
MALE &FEMALE PERFORMERS WANTED
for new musical show. Talented amateurs &
students considered. Call (904) 343-5336 or
742-1134
Sales represen tative to market resume services on UCF campus. Call Resume House-at
904-371-6769, .

We guarantee you money for coll.ege! Private
seclor scholarship & grants matching service.
200,000 sources data base insures success
call today educational aid inc.-904-3767366 or Box 90371 Gainesville, Fl 32607
LSAT PREPARATION COURSE
Sponsored oy the UCF Philosophy club. $160
for instruction in all scored areas. Experienced
instructors. Class meets on Saturdays Sept. 7,
14, 21 , 28. For info. & registration , cal l Nancy
Stanlick (813)299-5181 or M Hartman at
(407)365-7259. Class meets on UCF Main
· Campus

BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
$8.75 to start FOR REAL
·15 positions must be filled by sharp positive,
people by Sept. 20th Flex hrs, no exp. necessary. Great resume experience . For
information CALL 236-0170

:

TYPISTS

I

WP.EDITING : APA, MLA , etc. 366-0538

PERSONALS
WELCOME BACK FUTURE STAFF !!
We have quite a year ahead of us .
Lets hope you're all up for the challenge .
PHI DELTA THETA
We welcome all freshman to UCF and ask
that everyone shou ld respect other peoples
life-style choices. Gay or straight we should
love all .
·

MINI CLASSIFIED FO.R M
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds

Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:

Insertion Dates:
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Ifyoo need money for continuing your education, talk to Barnett about the Higher Education Loan Program.
We have a wide range of financing options designed to help you_reach your educational goals. See your
Finan:ial Aid Officer at the college of your choice for details or call 1-800-633-7912 for more information.
•

All Barnett Banks are insured by the FDIC. « Jl)q() Barnett Banks. Irie.
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FREE

$100

DELIVERY

OFF

any Small Pizza

~

"Orlando Style"
Stuffed PIZZA

"Oo~~ll

679·0306

Expires 9-24 -91

On University at Goldenrod
in Goodings Plaza

l
l
I

I
I

any Large Pizza
"Or!andc Style"
Th in & Crisov Pizza

+---s200 OFF
Expires 9-24 -91

:- - - - COUPON - - - I LATE NITE "'''e\~w~ I

382-0308
On Pershing at 436
in Goodings Plaza

I
I

FREE PIZZA

I

Expire s 9-24 -91

I any
I

Buy One ~edium
1
I Get One Medium FREE I
TAKE OUT & DELIVERY I of equal or lessor value I
Monday-Thursday
Friday & Saturday
:.Sunday

"·

-.----COUPON - - - - . . - -

I

li :30a.m.-11 :00p.m.
11 :30 a.m. - Midnight
4:00 p.m: - n:oo p.m .

COUPON - - - -

Medium Pizza
Orlando Style
or Stuffed
PIZZA

1

Expires 9-24-91

(,;

A Publix Primer
You've unpacked & settled in, scheduled your classes & bought your
books. Now it's time to prepare for your toughest test of the school
',
year.. .locating your main source of the foods essential for college
survival. Actually, the answer is elementary.

And for the basic instruments of survival every college student needs~
paper and pencils, not to mention batteries (for quick~thinking
calculators) and light bulbs (for those late~night study session8), you can
depend on Publix.
·

Saturday's big game? The Publix Deli has a tailgate spread that can't be
beat Cramffiing late for a big exam? Publix has plenty of food for
thought, so stock up before hand Weekend dorm party? The Publix
Bakery and Deli make preparations quick and simple.

For those of us who are finished with school and our main course of
endeavor is TV Critique 101 or Advanced Home Care & Family
Relations...well,. we just enjoy Publix for the cheerful service and
delicious foods offered throughout the store.

(~-------------,

lt22~
OFF
I _

!

I. -

I
I

18,oz. P~peroru or Deluxe

•

I

·Publix Frozen Pizza

Limit 1 Deal With This Coupon, Please.
Orange Co. Only.
I (Effective August 15~September 4, 1991)
\'-------_.:._
LU355

_______

Use the convenient
automated teller at Publix, It's

!
.

I
1

I
I
-1
J
.,,,,/

:k~5 OFF
Dura 11
·
I
ce
9-Volt Battery

·1

(--------~-----~

!.60
m
:
llftl !OFF

1,ct pkg.
Limit 1 Deal With This Coupon, Please.
Orange Co. Only
(Effective August 15~September 4, 1991)

I

I

I1
I
·
I

\_W~~-----------_)

(--------------~

:-Duracell
kPO OFF. m
:
I ii!
I

iI
I
I

1

Size AA Batteries

z,ct. pkg.
Limit 1 Deal With This Coupon, Please.
Orange Co. Only.
(Effective August 15,September 4, 1991)

iI
I
I

~W2~---------~-_)

ri

I With This Coupon

i3 Hole, Wide Ruled,
1

10.5x8--inch

!Publix ..
!Notebook
!
J
1

Filler
Paper
200--ct. pkg. Limit 1 Deal With This Coupon Please

Orange Co. Qnly
I Effective August 15,September 4, 1991
\ LU,371
l
~----~~--------.,,,,/
1

,--------------~

i
I

f

I

2.-ct. pkg. .
Limit 1 Deal With This Coupon, Please.
Orange c:o. Only.
(Effective August 15,September 4, 1991)

-

mi
I~

I

I Notebook Filler Paper
I Limit 1 Deal With This Coupon, Please.
I Orange Co. Only.
I (Effective August 15,September 4, 1991)

lo

~U372~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)

1· '.

/--------------,

f Great For Back To School Parties!
I

FREE'

2~lit bot of Publix

9

I
• Soft Drinks
I With Purchase of: Deli Fresh Party PacK Publix
I (3,lbs. or More Pkg.) Fully Cooked Hot oi
I Mild (Drummettes & Wingettes)
I Buffalo Style Chicken Wings I Limit 1 Deal With This Coupon, Please
-I Orange Co. Only ·
·
·
~ffective August lS~September 4,

[
r
I
I
I
I

1991) LU 354 _)

--------------

'>

r:.-----:---------.

J

I

!hQO OFF I

Whole Custom Made
I Sub Sandwich
1

I Limit 1 Deal With This Coupon, Please.
I Orange Co. Only. ·
- I (Effective August 15,September 4, 1991)
LU 357

1

i
I

I
I

1

~~-------~-----_)

!

I

J

:oo~Q/oQB:nren~ r~ t

10rangeJuice

iI

I half gallon ctn.
.
I Limit 1 Deal With This Coupon, Please.

I
I

~W35~-----------_)

iI .60~llegeOFF
~uled,

(--------------~

:u2QeryQhtF
r~ i
Apple or

.iI Cherry Snack Pies

(--------------~

3 hole,.
I 10.5x8,mch, Uruon Camp

(-----~--------~

I1
I
I

•

· 1 Orange Co.

Only.

I (Effective August 15,September 4, 19'Jl)

WHERE SHOPPING IS APLEASURE.@

LU358

l
I
I
~
I

~----------~---_)
-

~
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FROM PAGE 22-

-WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER.
M

anagement or
marketing major?
Si:nart.
Finance or accounting
student? Also smart.
To be even smarter, you
need a BA IIPLUS™or BA-35
from Texas Instruments
now, before assignments
pile up. They're designed
especially for business
professionals. The kind
· you're going to be.

coach of the Lady Knights.
She cited the coaching opportD:nity that she will fill at
North Georgia as the reason
for her departure from UCF.
Knight wil11nherit a strong
program at N. Georgia, an
NAIA member, that boasts tremendous fan support and Final Four contention. She admitted to some frustration
while at UCF due to lack of fan
and budget support.
"I was disappointed with
lack of fan support and with
some financial aspects at UCF,
but at the same time it has
been a_ gyeat opportunity to
coach at a school that has come
a long way," Knight said.

Of course, the BA II PLUS
has basic business functions
like time. .value. .ofmoney.
Plus, it offers cash flow anal..
ysis for internal rate of retur
(IRR) and_net present value ~:
(NPV). It even performs
bond calculations, depre. .
ciation and advanced
statistics.
And the BA3 5 is our
most affordable calculato
for time. .value. .ofmoney
calculations.
Try the BA II PLUS
or BA-35 at your
local TI retailer
tQday. And start
working smarter,
instead of harderp

-~'i

Another
day at
the
office.

TEXAS

Apply now! The
Central Florida Future
needs photographers.

INSTRUMENTS

Cover news, features,
sports ,concerts, .and
· -more!!!

..

Stop by and fill out an
application today.
-- ....

...
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Welcome Back!!!
Let's Go Knights!!!

B,r ·e nner;•s. F··a e-h io,.n s.,
. . .··
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Missed you all, hope

everyone had a great

Formals, Parties, Banquets
& Socials...
Any Special Oc~ion·
""

Brenner's Has The Perfect
Dress FoP You!
FASHION SQUARE. • 898-6122
ALT A MONTE MALL • 339-3131
FLORIDA MALL
• 855-7555
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"'{Ork center for home

:

or office 953415

TVNCR Cart

• 24X''w x 15Wd x 211'.h • 3 shelves for lV, VCR and
tape storage • Center shelf is adjustable with knock-out
plug in back of unit for easy cord access • Heavy duty
casters for easy mobility • Plymouth oak finish • Stain,
scratch, mar and heat resistant • Ready to assemble
953447

.

3-Shelf Bookcase

• 23~"w x 91'"d x 40~"h • Spacious shelves with ample
room for books and photographs • Fully enclosed back
• Ready to assemble • Plymouth oak finish • Stain,
·scratch, mar and heat resistant 953454

Utility Cart

.4'

•23~"w x 15~"d

x 30%"h • Spacious top work area
• 2 sturdy shelves for storage • Rolls easily on casters for

greater mobility • Ready to assemble • Plymouth oak
· finish • Stain, scratch, mar and heat resistant 953430

Typewriter Stand

.Charge It!

• 27%" x 15W x 26~"h • Plymouth oak finish
• Features a collapsible drop-leaf, modesty panel
and heavy molded skirt • casters provide
·
convenient mobility • Ready to assemble 953!!44

41''

SAUDER.

Student Desk
• 41" x 19~" x 29~"h , • Plymouth oak finish• Features

one pencil drawer, 'plus two spacious open-shelf
storage areas (one shelf is adjustable) • Modesty panel
extends midway across the front • Top is stain, scratch
and heat resistant • Ready to assemble 953365

1

89 '

4-Piece
Comer Workcenter
• 42Y."w x 23%"d x 54"h

• Includes desk, hutch, printer
stand and comer unit • Plymouth
oak finish • Stain, scratch, mar
and heat resistant • Ready to
assemble 953109

.,.

•

5911
low Boy
Entertainment Center

Swivel Tape Storage

• 11 W' x 11 W' x 31¥."h • Stores up
to 144 compact discs, 48 plastic
case VHS tapes or 54 cardboard
case VHS tapes • Features swivel
base for easier access to tapes
• American Oak finish • Ready to
assemble 953657

Wardrobe
• 29lf.'' x 231'" x 59W'h • Plymouth

Oak finish • Features a garment rod,
wooden handles on door, adjustable
levelers • Ready to assemble 953575 ·

5-Drawer Chest
• 291'" x 16X" x 42).{"h •American
Oak finish • Features shaped edged
on the drawers and top, metal
ruMerS with drawer stops and
wooden handles accented with
bright brass finish hardware • Ready
to assemble 953582

These Prices Good at Your Convenient
Scotty's Location!
ORLANDO

5744 E. Colonial Drive
Open Monday thru Saturday 7:30 AM to 9 PM Sunday 9AM to 6 PM

• Large 1V area, 2 adjustable
shelves and door with hidden
storage space • Plymouth oak
finish • Assembly required • 48%"
x 15X" x 47%"h 953461

•

~~5933
Computer Cart
• 2B"w x 25:X"d x 33Wh •Top
shelf for tenninal, slanted shelf for
paperwork, hidden keyboard
shelf slides out when needed,
easy access sfide-out shelf for
printer, bottom shelf for paper
• Features back paper feed
• Plymouth oak finish
• Assembly pired 953479

A

•

•

Choosing the right classes can be a challenge, but
managing your money shouldn't be. NCNB's student
banking program can help you make the most of your
money-no matter how tight your budget is. And our
"
accounts and services are so convenient, you might
even have time to take a class outside of your major.

Check Out These Accounts.
Your most important banking requirement is
probably a practical, no-frills checking account. NCNB
Regular Checking and Baseline5M Checking are two
accounts with the flexibility you neerj.. Both have low
minimum balance requirements arid low fees, and both
will make managing your money a lot easier.
NCNB Regular and Baseline Checking offer you
the added convenience of 24-hour banking at NCNB 24
and HONOR®ATMs in the Southeast, and at Plus
System®ATMs around the wofld. Your parents can
also transfer money from their NCNB account into
yours at no charge if they live in the same state as your
sch9ol. Your NCNB banking representative will be
happy to help you choose the checking accol.tnt that
best suits your needs.

credit you can really use. Your credit card will not only ·
help you cover expenses~from textbooks to spring
break-it can also provide security against emergencies. And when you use your credit card wisely, you'll
be building a solid credit history.
You can also use your Student Visa or MasterCard
to get a cash advance at NCNB 24 and Plus System®
ATMs, and at Visa or MasterCard ATMs. ** You can
apply without a parent's signature, apd best of all, we'll
waive your annual fee for one year on approval of your
application. You can pick up an application at any
NCNB office.

NCNB. BankineThat Takes Yott ·
- · Where YouWant To Go.
Opening your NCNB checking account is nothing
like registering for classes. Just stop by an NCNB office
near you and talk to a banking representative.
You'll not only enjoy friendly service and convenient accounts, you'll also be forming a valuable relationship with one of the country's largest and strongest
banking companies. You can count on NCNB to take
you from college to your first job and beyond.

Give Yourself Some Credit
When you apply and qualify for a NationsBank
Student Visa®or MasterCard®* you'll be getting some
_7562 University Blvd., 9?4-1 E. Colonial Dr., 5830 Red Bug Lake Rd.,

S T U D E N T

~~~~n:a~asterCard are issued by Nations£X:1.nk, NA., a subsidiary of NCNB

,.,. Visa card only accesses VisaA1Ms, andMasterCa.rdonlyaccessesMasterCardA1Ms.
2000 Winter Springs Blvd., and many more Central Florida locations.

B A N K 1· N G

•
NCNBNational Bankoff7orida. Member FDIC © 1991 NCNBCorporation.

R!CR!B®
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r-FiOM ioUR-FAMOus:-FRiENDLY:-,
WCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER:

HP 95LX Palmtop PC
with Lotus® 1-2-3®
Redshirt freshman David Rhodes (#18 above) is expected to make UCF's past great
wide receivers just pleasant memo.ries. Rhodes is 6-1 and 196 lbs. (Brian oeHoosrrcFF)

PAN AM
FROM PAGE 24
Besides DeZuert's coaching
on the international level, he
is doing graduate work at UCF
while continuing to coach the
UCF men's crew team. UCF's
longtime crew coach Dennis
Kamrad is now coaching the
women's team and hopes
DeZuert will stay on to build
on an already superior crew
program here.
"Steve's an excellent technician," Kamrad said. 'You
1

sit in a boat and jerk around a
bit, but it's highly complex."
"He is also, because of his
time at -Dartmouth, an excellent "boatswright," meaning
boatman. He's not only {:>roficient in the instruction of rowing, but he's also good at fixing
them and these boats are really fine tuned instruments."
Kamrad would love to keep
DeZuert with the club but understands that fighting away
higher paying offers from other
schools wi11 be difficult considering UCF's limited funding.
'Yf e would hope ~ha~-t~_i.:' is
1

teams and there are a number
of positions I'm sure he could
get. He'd like to stay here definitely if he eou1d get money
that's competitive."
For Steve DeZuerthowever,
the focus remains on the sport
rather then the strings attached.
'What I offer UCF is good
rowing and ·coaching experience," DeZuert said. "As a
coach, I expect my athletes to
come and row and not worry
about the ' logistical matters.
We encourage internal team
you move ...a
competition.
..
_.. . Can
...
.
1

~

UCF NEEDS A NEW
PRESIDENT!!!

~ ·-

:;..

PLUS ALL OTHER HP
BUSINESS & SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATORS,
SUPPLIES & SOFWARE.

HP48SX'
SCIENTIFIC
EXPANDABLE
CALCULATOR

we.srocK
ALL48SX
BOOKS_&
~-AC_CE_S_OR_IE_S~

•Over 2100
built-in
functions
• Hr EquC1tionWriter
npplici\tion
• Grnphics
· integrated
with
calculus

Ff,~

HEWLETT

~J:.a PACKARD

I

INTERNATIONAL'
I.
~ _Calculator & Computer ~"b\ 1 ~

2916 Corrine.Drive
L- ______ ~~n~o~: ::~:.-

'bq'O~

I

___..J

:I·· Textbooks · . m
IU Textbooks C

YOU NEED TO

fn Textbooks ··<

HELP SELECT ONE

BOOK EXCHANGE

,

SPONSORED BY Al:.PHA ,P HI OMEGA

Concerned Students Needed For:

STUDENT PllESIDENTIAL
SEARCH COMMITTEE

w.

How to get invo!ved: ·

~ .Call

Jason D1Bona
at 823-2191 -.

W
.¥JJ

-STtIDENT GOVERNMENT

Tk cf/1~/t oft~ t tale1tts>
Jason DiBona, President

Student Center Rm. 211
Aug. 21-23
lOam to4pm
(Not far from Wild
Pizza and Game Room)

Student Organization Lounge
Aug. 26-30
lOam to 4pm
(Across from Donn Mailboxes, near Tropical -Oasis)

,.

Buy

for LESS! Looking to buy textbooks at the
right price? Before shopping anywhere else, do the right thing:
STOP BY THE BOOK EXCHANGE FIRST!

•

Sell for MORE! .Got used textbooks you want to
sell for MORE? Drop off your texts at the Book Exchange and
you set the price. Fellow students who know they can buy for
less a.t the Book Exchange will buy your old textbooks I

A<I>Q

call 823-5473 for
more info.

•

•
•
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FREE TlJR.OWS
FROM PAGE 24
If Ron John's on the field
exploits aren't disturbing
enough, consider that he was
also said to be the team's hardest working player and a model
athlete in staying late and coming early to practice.
This young man, the player
Street and Smith's College Football 1991 preview issue called
the center of our offense, is actually looking to go in
to ...... VETRINARY MEDICINEr
-Now I think it is only safe to
say that something is wrong
with the guy. He is too nice, too
hard working and too talented
to be normal. Beside that, just

Yet this man, who can burn up the 40-yard
dash in a mere 4.4 seconds, is 5-1 O, and even
more obviously ridiculous, the man is white:
lookingathimmakesyoushrink around is that Brian was
back in shock of his ominous redshirted last year because
mass ·and undeniable power.
Gene McDowell was conductCase Study #2- Meet Wide ing nationwide legal research
receiver Brian Crutcher, ex- into-whetherornotwhitepeople
pected to help show the nation were allowed to run that fast in
·a long with several other receiv- -- Florida.
ers that our receivers are actuSo far we have had no one
ally deeper and better than last prosecute, but it's probably not
.year's. Yet this man, who can · a good idea to mention this as
bum up the 40 yard dash in a you travel to other states.
mere 4.4 seconds, is 5-10, 165 - - So there it is, UCF. I have
and even more obviouslyridicu- presented you with the facts,
lous, the man is white.
and I trust that these players
I don't mean .to start a race and the team will be dealt with
riot here, but the word goin(
for their misdealings.

Come-To Pierl For

.,.

A lesson In

HOme Economics~

f

The lesson here, boys and
girls, is that drug use, no matter
how innocent it's application, is
wrong. You may not be worried
now, butjustwait until you hear
10 years down the road on the
nightly news that ex-college
quarterback Ron Johnson actually exploded from being too
_happy about ~tealing Arnold
Schwarzenegger's movie contracts! How will you fee]?
Now,youmay say that pointing to steroid use is a leap but
what else could create such phenomena?
..
· · In speaking to Ron, a devoted
Christian, he wowd tell you that
his secret is a daily injection of
Jesus Christ, but whether you
believe him is up to you. Even if
it is true, he still may explode.
He ·may be beyo_n d help.

. Express your
<:}nd opinions,
thoughts and problems,
~rids and gripes
!n our editorial page.
vi~ws

I.

IIThe Central Florida FuJure
Send letters to:

.

P.O. Box 25000
I. Orlando,
·FL 32816.

I

I

·~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Think of the
six women

closest ta. .
~GU.

• 5

Now g~ess

which one
will be raped .this year. 000~@]11
One out of six college
women will be sexually
assaulted this year. But you can change
the odds of it
happening. Simply by
trying to avoid
situations that leave
you or your friends
vulnerable.

~---------------,

1So/o Off

Your entire purchase,
including sale items.

Bniig in this coupon and receive I5'o off
your entire purchase. including sate
items. Qjfer good ar all Pier I scores. This
coupon must be redeemed ar time ef
purcliase and is not
•
\
valid in combination pl\\\\
with any other coupon
\\i\
or discount. Qffer iio_es • l\\,~1l\l1
nor apply to prior ~\\1ll\I\
purchases. Good th1Vugh
Sept. 30, 1991.
A Place Tu Disoover.®

1

Coupon #333

...

l'e

~---------~-----~

Before you start hitting the books, hit Pier 1. We have
everything you need to tum a dull dorm room or apartment
into a class act. Like fun futons , colorful rugs, unique lamps,
tables and chairs. As well as a great
variety of other affordable decorator
furnishings. And right now, we'll take
an additional 15% off your entire
purchase, including sale items. Just
bring in the coupon at the left. Then
get ready for a home economics lesson
you can really relate to. Only at Pier 1. A Place Tu Discover.®

Altamonte Springs: 762 E. Altamonte Dr. Ph. 339-2600 Apopka: 2437 E. Semoran Blvd. Ph. 880-9040 Melbourne: 2045 West
New Haven Ave. Ph. 768-6248 Orlando: 5032 East Colonial Dr. Ph. 897-34D_4. Shop Mon. - Sat.J0-9, Sun. 12-6.

For starters, follow
security measures.
Don't prop residence
hall.doors open. Walk
with friend after dark.
·And be aware that
dat.e rape is a major
pro bl em on college
campuses. With many
of these rapes
involving drinking.
Then share these facts
with six of your
friends. And maybe
none of them will be
become another
statistic.

.,'

©1990 Rape Treatment
Center, Santa Monica
Hospital:
i1'111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i
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English ·shines in scrimmage
while players battle for spots
by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

With two weeks left until-the
UCF football team's season
opener, the Knight's coaching
staff took a careful look at their
players duringa morning scrimmage on Aug.17.
The team was divided into
th,re'e offensive and three defensive teams which alternated into
the game about every 10 minutes.
First string quarterback Ron
Jopnson led the first string offense against the first string
defense. Redshirt freshman
Darrin Hinshaw quarterbacked
the second team offense versus
the second team defense and
sophomore quarterback Travis
Peeples played with the third
, team.
The practice was overshadowed by the Knight's continual
bout with injuries, particularly
to the offensive line.
''We've got 15 guys I know of
that are hurt," Coach Gene
McDowell said."[center Gordon]
King didn't practice today and
[offensive lineman Alex] Goforth
didn't practice today. Players
will have to practice a week from
'now or they won't play in the
games."
· The scrimmage was also used
to give UCFcoachesagoodfinal
look at the 58 walk-on players
who came to this summer's foot:.
ball camp.

McDowellstressedtothenew win a national championship
players going into Saturday's for UCF."
practice that their performance
Starting quarterback Ron
would determine whether they Johnson looked comfortable in
would claim a roster spot and his brief playing time. He said
receive financial aid.
although the team has lost
''We weren't as concerned many of the players from last
about evaluation of players years. play-off team, he is exwe've already evaluated," Mc- cited about the oncoming seaDowell said. ''We'll look at the son.
tapes(ofthescrimmage)tonight,
"I feel that my confidence
dependingonwhowantstostay. level has increased," Joh'nson
Tomorrow afternoon we'll look said. "I'm more familiar with
at each play and get with the the offense and I worked on
players and tell them what they , my release over the summer. I
need to improve on and what don't feel that this is a rethey're doing well. Then the building year. I feel like we
coaches willgetbacktogetherto have a lot of solid guys stepanalyze and decide on the peck- ping in at wide receiver and on
ing order."
_
the offensive line who have
The scrimmage was held on got some playing time. Once
the UCFpracticefield.About80 we get some more repetitions,
people watched, including par- we will be solid."
ents of players, members of the
The scrimm~ge came at the
media, UCF boosters and stu- end of a week of three-a-day
dents.
practices that left the players
The spectators were treated sore and tired brit eager for the
_
to just 15 plays from the first coming season.
"It takes a toll on your body
string, but junior fullback Willie English showed why he is going three times a day," wide
considered the teams' top run- receiver Brian Crutcher said.
ner by gaining over a hundred "Everyone's been working hard
yards on just five carries. En- and we'vegotsomebigexpectaglish broke two long runs, in- tions for this season. Now we'll
eluding a 30 yarder and a 58 get to get into some game plans
and preparations for Troy
yard touchdown mn.
- "I feel great," Engli,sh said. State."
''This timB of year is r~ally imThe. annual Black-Gold
portant. You've got to get your scrimmagewillbeonAug.23at
timing down with the offensive 7 p.m. at the Citrus Bowl. Adline and the quarterback. I just mission to the game will be $3
want to do whatever it takes to for adults and $1 for students.

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

•

UCF's summer football .practices have bee,n less then perfect due to incessant injury
problems. Coach McDowell listed 15 players a~ inju~ed last week.(Brian oe HoosrrcFFl

1991 football fall practice notes
Rudy-Jones, the Knight's nation that would bench a
starting quarterback at the be- Michael Jordan. The Knight's
ginning of last season was in signed a 6 foot, 3 'inch, 200
an automobile accident this pound quarterback out of
summer and suffered minor Tampa by the same name as
injuries. Jones was cut up a the Chicago Bull's star but
little bit but is fine now. His Jordan will almost certainly be
absence from the te?m this red-shirted this season.
season has nothing to do'with , The Wide Receiver position
the accident.
appears to be set with Mike
The UCF football squad Dickinson and Bret Cooper
may be the only team in the starting and, David Rhodes

and Brian Crutcher playing
behind them.
UCF will have their offensive line anchored by a pair
of returning senior tackles after Derrick Connor had a
change bf heart. Connor had
quit in the spring but had decided to rejoin the team over
the summer. Alex Goforth is
the other returning lineman.
- Jamie Johnson

FREE

LSAT
CLASS
SATURDAY
AUGUST 24, 1991
3:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.

"

HOLIDAY INN U.C.F.
AMPHITHEATER

·1-800-633-~243
lftll~rh£1ion£ ]4afn Wutorin,g

.
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COACHES

UCF football
ct;1aching changes

FROM PAGE 24
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in 1981, the Atlanta Falcons in 1982 and
the Birmingham Sta11ions of the USFL
in 1987, Shackelford went on to coach at
Georgia Southwestern, Union College
and Cal Poly State. In 1987, Shackelford
came on to the Knight's coachlng staff to
work with the defensive line.
David Snell, Romero's 40-year-old replacemen t~ spent the past six seasons as
athletic director and head football coach
of Geneva High School in Hartford, Alabama. After a playing career as a defensive back and kick return specialist at
Florida State in the early 70s, Snell stayed
on as a graduate assistant with the Seminoles (1974-75).
From there he went on to Oklahoma
State as an assistant coach (1975-76)
and to Livingston University in Alabama
as the defensive backfield coach (197677).
Snell's move from college football to
the high school ranks was due to deeper
issues than X's and O's.
"I was at Oklahoma State and my
s~ster was sick with Leukemia and my
Dad had a heart attack," Snell said. "I
was actually out of coaching for three
years. I worked with Republic airlines.
My old high school coach was then the
principal of the high school and he
talked _to me about coming back and
coaching."
Snell was contacted about coming to
UCF after Snyder departed. However,
when Romero announced that he was
leaving, the defensive back coaching position was his for the taking.

'

The Knight's football coaching staff was transformed over the summer. Defensive back coach Randy
Romero(left) has been replaced with David Snell(right). cc. MorrowJTCFFJ
"I think this is an outstanding and a
very up and coming program that has a
bright future," Snell said. "I'm exhilarated to just b,e a part of it."
Redshirt freshman corn erback Bria.n
Permenter is optimistic about the change
of coaches. He said the quality of the
players is far more important then who
coaches them, however.
"Football's a team effort so it's not
really like who's coaching you, it'~ the
players," Permenter said. "Both of the

coaches want you to work hard.and both
are good coaches."
Coach Doug Kay, who has been hired
to work with the UCF defense, has
worked in college football at Indiana,
San Jose State, UCLA and the University ofHawai. He then went on to coach
with the Breakers and Bandits of the
USFL and some short-term work with
the defense.of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Kay's most recent experience was
with the new World League ofAmerican

Football.
The Knights also hired Bill Winters
as an offensive line assistant, Orlando
Thunder defensive back Billy Owens as
a defensive backfield assistant and Tom
Moore as the teams outside linebacker
coach.
Three key members oflast year's playoff team, Perry Balasis, Bill Stewart and
John Osbourne, will stay with the team
as student assistants while completing
their degrees.

'!' .

nu: OLYMDU6 INC.
OQLANDO. rL.
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MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

\\:'hether you're majoring
in a highly specialized area or
seeking a broader liberal arts education, you can build a higher level of total
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC.
That one step distinguishes you above all others
in your field. It shows that you're serious about cultivating greater long-term opportunities. It gives you the
chance to develop leadership skills that will serve
throughout your life. Call

,.

...

.. ·

:

FALL '91
SPECIAL

.
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Captain Kelly J. Owens
Det 159
(407) 823-1247

12295 UNIVERSfIY BLVD.
ORIANDO, FL 32817
281-6984
1-800-326-0317

Leadership E.xcellence Starts Here

24
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Football players
.look fishy on and
off the grid-iron

Knights loSe 2 defensive coaches
by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF football team's
coaching staff underwent a partial face-lift during the off-season.
The team lost defenswe
backs coach Randy Romero and
defensive line coach Bob ._
Shackelford and several assistant coaches.
The Knight's also lost graduate assistantMarkSnyder, who ~
spent his two years of eligibility
as a defensive backfield assistant coach.
. Romero served five seasons
with the team after coaching at
the University ofN evada at Las
Vegas for three seasons and to a
Pacific Coast Athletic Conference championship in 1984.
Shackelford spent four sea- ..
sons as the UCF defensive line
coach. After playing defensive
end for the Green Bay.Packers

Jamie Johnson
FREE THROWS
n order to add to the excitement of
your experience here at this institution of higher learning, I have decided to search out some bit of racy
activity within the Knights athletiC department that will set your mind awhirl
and make this year's football season all
the more exciting for. you.
My con spiracy-(based-on-little-or-nofactual-evidence)-of-th e-weekis concerning steroid use right here in the midst of
our 1991 playoff-bound football team.
That's right! Take a deep breath, head
coach Gene McDowell, because I'm about
to expose the true power behind our
squad's rapid rise to natioJlal prominence.
For those who have never had any
exposure to steroids either through hearing about the unfortunate demise of athletes like Lyle Alzado or through all the
drug testing publicity nationwide, it's
like this. Steroids are used to increase
body size and strength quickly and beyond what body mass and strength could
be gained without the use of the drug.
- Usually steroids are said to distort an
athlete's temperament, causing outbursts and violently aggressive behavior. However, much to the disappointment of our Defensive Coordinator Deek
Pollard, our team has few to no players
yet to show that aggressive of an attitude. There is definitely something fishy
going on.
Case study #1 - Meet starting quarterback Ron Johnson, a (get this!) 5-11,
158 pound athlete who came out of no
where and wrestled the top quarterback
job from the behemoth hands of 6-2, 205
pound Travis Peeples'. Take a moment
and consider the chances of a quarterback taking on snarling defensive lineman and blitzing linebackers sometimes
twice his size and going on to throw for
1,319 yards and 11 touchdowns for a
completion ratio of 62 percent. Ladies
and gentleman, such a tum of events is
not. only impossible but absurd to even
consider!

I

FREE THROWS continued page 21
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UCF will hqld its annual Black and Gold game at 7 p.m.Friday night at the Citrus-Bowl. Ad_mi_
ssion will be-$3 for adults, $1 for students (Tracy AndrochickffCFFJ

COACHES continued page 23

Beverly Knight leaves UCF basketball
Volleyball coach may
get basketball position

.

Beverly Knight at UCF

by Glenn Carrasquillo · · '
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Lady Knights basketball
team lost a coach but had to look only as
far as it's own gymnasium to fill the
position.
First year volleyball coach, Laura
Smith, has offered her services to the
basketball team on an interim basis.
The team .lost 4-year coach Beverly
Knight Aug. 2 to another job.
"I offered to take the job when I
heard Beverly Knight was going to
leave," Smith said. ''There is nothing
signed yet, but I want to give UCF the
time to find.the best possible person for
the job."
Smith coached the Lady Matadors
basketball team at Valencia Community College from 1981-85. She coached
volleyball at Valencia those years, also.
From VCC, she went on to play profes-

Knight
sional volleyball for the
New York Liberties before
returning to UCF as a coach this year.
Smith, a UCF graduate, brings back
some winning tradition as she was on
the UCF volleyball team that won the
national championship in 1978. · She
said that she is -a volleyball coach primarily, but that she will help the
womens' sports program in any way
she can ~o make it as strong as it can be.

"I'm very excited to have the oppor- ,.,
tunity to make a change for the sports
program -a t UCF," Smith said. "I've
learned that things will become what
you make of them."
Knight leaves UCF after posting a
record of 32-73 in_four years as the
KNIGHT continued page 17

UCF crew coach helps US take silver in Cuba
weight men's · quad team finished in second place
behind
the Cuban team.
SPORTS EDITOR
.•
During his time in Cuba, DeZuert was given an
UCF came face to face with Fidel Castro last week inside look at the country Castro has ruled with an
iron hand for the past 30 years while focusing a
in Havana.
The Knight's men's crew coach Steve DeZuert constant searing stream of anti-American slander at ..
.assisted in coaching the United States crew team to his democratic neighbors to the north .
''They clumped the Americans together while we
a silver medal in the controversial 1991 Pan Am
games held over the last two weeks. The games were were there," DeZuert said. "We got the USA Today ,.
hosted by Cuba and Castro himself presented the every day at about four in the afternoon and we were
given bottled Evian water. They told us not to drink
medals to the U.S. team.
"I imagine I could get a lot closer to Castro then I any of the Cuban water that wasn't in a sealed
~
could ever get to George Bush," DeZuert .said. "El container."
"Cuba's a very be~l c untry in terms of topog- _
Comandante came to award the medals bimself. All
in all, I thought the Cubans did a goodjob of putting raphy ~the4arrdScape with rolling hills and~
on the games. Tm sure the judging was suspect in fore<where I went just 30 miles out of Hav:rn3:. The
"'
some of the other sports like boxing, but there's really city of Havana is pretty run down·though.,,
DeZuert said he did not experience overt signs of
no way for the judges to change the results in crew."
DeZuert, who has coached crew for over 11 years, the horrors of the Castro regime but saw that the
was selected to be one of nine coaches to accompany foreign athletes and journalists were treated much .,
.
the U.S. "B" crew team to the games. The "A:' team is better then the average Cuban citizen.
''The communist g~:>vernment does a good job of
preparing for the World Championships and did not
keeping up the tourist hotels," DeZuert said. ''When
go to the Pan-Ams.
you
see the Cuban people you can see that no one's
"Certainly we were rowing against the best
starving,
but they're still hungry. At no time during
Cuban's"DeZuert said. "But a lot of the people on our
"B" team would be '96 Olympians. The players for the my stay did I feel restricted, but they did kind of
escort us away from certain areas."
'92 Olympics have already been selected."
Of the two teams DeZuert was assigned, the heavyPAN AM continued page 20
weight eight double ended up- fifth and the lightby Jamie Johnson

4

Men's Crew co~ch Steve DeZuert went to Cuba
to coach at the Pan-Am games (C. MorrowrrcFFJ
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·For a group who is on
tour with their second album Friendly
Fascism, Consolidated have somehow
continued in their wake of social consciousness.
Despite the corporate and media oppression that
tends to coincide with figures who not only question
authority but also rage anger amongst supposed
fans, this trio would and will question the morality
of the world.
Adam Shei-Qurne, lead vocalist, openly views
the music and society in a recent interview.
'This album is primartly a state-side critique of
world fascism, and we are claiming we live under
the·same conditions that people in Germany in the
30s were living under [patriotism, nationalism,
imperialism and militarism].
"In The Myth of Rock we started the idea of
women's rights, racial equality, recognition of
lesbian and gay rights and the whole crttique of
male legacy ofpatriarchy, of typical male behavior.
"We are trying to convey a positive idea in terms
of combating institutional pathologies with what
we did ·i n a song on the new album, "Unity of
Oppression." It is based on the notion that if you
feel that racism, sexism, homophobia or tlie
mistreatment/ exploitation of animals is
unacceptable, then we urge you to look at them all
as interconnected. And the only way to eradicate
any one ofthem singularly is to deal with them all
comprehensively. So, the tour is basically merging
the theme of us living under Frtendly Fascism with
the concept of unity.
'The general premise of "Stoned" is that, as a
nation, we are stoned by many things. Under
capitalism, religion takes like a secondary
importance. We try to stick religion, substance
abuse, conspicuous consumption, man control
over a woman, sexual power and any kind of
monetary power under the same concept of mindaltering and dangerous activities. If you are
responsible and accountable for it, fine. But we

lump them all together, any thing that
can be potentially dang~rous .
'We started in garage bands and in
major label acts. We were tired of .
upholding really distasteful and
disgusting forms of sexist exploitation,
upholding racism and homophobia just
to get a record deal, travel and be a
musician. We wanted to.throw that away
and try to search for a new formula which
we could deal with certain
co:r:itradictions, and we haven't
succeeded in doing that.
'We've.been togetherforthree and
a half years. We still try to find a way to
have a life, a family, a lamejob and reflect
on it in music. Unfortunately, we can't
play music and meet bureaucratic
deadlines and still keep full-time jobs. :
We can't keep full-time jobs and go out
and tour. So, it is an irrevocable dilemma .
"No one person is going to eradicate
400 years of hatred and oppression on
any one of those accounts. We are just
trying to say that we believe that these
forms of oppressions are all
interconnected, and they should be
viewed as such. It is not going to take
away from the strength of that singular
movement to view this as a
comprehensive form of social pathology,
and if you want to get involved in one of
those movements, great. Ifyou don't pave
time because you are just a citizen trying
to meet your daily needs, then that is
your s~tuation.
.
' "We don't feel like we are coming down
~ with enough depth of the issues that we
are taking on. But this album says clearly that
we believe in understanding the comprehensive
sort of scope of societal ills that we deal with. Not

~

that we think that if you just reduce them to
one specific one that you will appear
emotionally attracted en_ough that you will
make a significant. difference."

by Bridget' Clark

Ilustrati.on by Anthony Torres

"The
history
of
op•
pression.
You
know we
can't
erase it in a
pop song, but
the facts we
gotta face it. Men
rape women, and man rapes
the environment. And the

I

people with
opposed

, .vi;~:~~w
"

advance with
a memory so
short. We live in a
society that kills
animals for sport? How
can we discuss gender,
class or race when we can't
respect the rights of lesbians and
gays."
-"~nity of Oppression;'
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Italian film opens the door to .enjoyable, smart filmmaking
~

by David Frazier

"Open Doors" is an ni.telligent""
mm:ality play about an Italian judge
who must decide to give a convicted
killer the death penalty or life in
prison. When the judicial system
and society would normally request
the death .sentence, this judge
decides on sparing the life of this
man.
Gian Maria Volonte is the Italian
judge who must search his
conscience in order to do whaf is
right. He is a widower with a-young
daughter who feels sympathy for .
convicted accountant Scalia (Ennio
Fantas-tichini) and the young son

• ....., ..J~..·.·'-·····~·.·.·'-···· ~·...·'-·· " '·· --'t.. . .. . . ., . . .~. . .'-.· ·•·.·.·'-·· · ·

see other alternatives or

~l:~tertm:9.1~t::Jffii~@:~mit:@:@Mf.H:~

our races, yet the mood
he conveys is -that of a
classlectureonmorality.
Yet, Amelia's film has
gained wide popularity
with a 1991 Oscar
nomination for best

11111f11111 i~I~~?s~1~:g1~~

he
would
surely leave
behind. It is
not until a
friendly juror
judgeseethehumanityinhiscause
that the judge feels peace of mind.
Director Gianni Amelio with coscreenwriter Vincenco Cerami
succeed in asking the audiences to

the Italian's Oscar equivalent for
best picture, best actor (Volonte)
and best screenplay.
Volonte gives a performance of
tremendous
depth
and

.

DON'TB

concentration. It's a very natural,
smooth performance. Ennio
Fantastichini is also good as the
mentally unstable accountant
Scalia. His supporting role is
neither brilliant nor is it just
another average paper doll
performance.
Perhaps the most pleasurable
thing about this Italian film is that it
makes you think. It makes you ask
questions and doesn't leave you
starving for a good time at the movies.
I honestly think that American
filmmakers should pay more
attention tp their foreign counterparts
to see how filmmaking can be
enjoyableandsmartatthesarnetirne.

.
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o Billions in aid goes unused!
o Over 80% of private funding

is NOT based oril need!
At EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS, we spe.cialize in
finding money for ANY student that wants it.
. If we fail to find you money,
we'll give you money ourselves.
You can't lose!
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ATTN. UCF STUDENTS
THE SECRET IS OUTI
COMPREHENSIVE DENTAL BENEFITS

NO CHARGE FOR:

PLUS:

•ORAL EXAMS
•CLEANINGS
•X-RAYS
•LOCAL
ANESTHESIA ,
•TROPICAL
FLUORIDE

• NO DEDUCTIBLES
• NO ClAIMS FORMS
•NO WAITING
PERIODS
• NO MAXIMUM ·
BENEFITS
• NO PRE-EXISTING
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LIMITATIONS
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CALL BOB Al (407) 644-5500
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.. What do a vital state institution, game show have in common?
The Jacksonville Jazz Festival offers
free music for twelfth straight year

•

by Bill Cushing

•

The number "12" is a most
important one in the Western
European tradition. After all,
Jesus Christ had-12 apostles;
and what's better than eightyear-old scotch but 12 yearold scotch?
So, it only figures that the
199 1 J acksonville Jazz
Festival. the nation's largest
free jazz event now in its twelfth
year. would be a good one. For
1991 its organizers offer a
baker's dozen of acts for the
two nights of entertainment
held at the pavilion of
Metropolitan Park, locatedjust
east of downtownJacksonville
and across the street for the
Gator Bowl.
Thisyearthe festival earned
two new honors: the Florida
Arts Council named it one of
15 state activities deemed as a
"Vital State Institution," and,
in September, a vacation
package centered around the .
festival will be one of the prizes
offered on NBC"s gameshow
"Wheel of Fortune."
The concerts begin on Fri ..
Oct. 11 at 7 p.m. when
Jacksonville's own Longineu
Parsons performs. Parsons
has long been a North Florida
favorite, filling clubs with a
style that can truly be called
unique: he plays trumpet,
sings like Louis Armstrong
(having toured with the
national company performing
the musical "Satchmo"). and
plays not only the recorder, but
double recorder, an act that
has to be seen to be believed.
After
Parsons,
the
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by Bill Cushing
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Before the amouncements at the 1991 Jacksonvillle Jazz Festival, music was provided
by Oeft to right) Mike Johnston, BiD Prince and Loudon Walker. (Reggie Jarrett)
Bonnie Raitt and 2 Live Crew.
They were recently featuted on
Elvis Costello's latest album.
Another institution in jazz,
the Modern Jazz Quartet
prepares for its fourth decade
of performing at 5 p.m. on the
Metropolitan park stage.
Sandwiched in-between these
venerable acts is the Kevin
Bales/M3_fcusPrintup Group,
an up-and:-comingjazzactthat
is already starting to make an
impression statewide. Printup
was found by no less · than
Marcus Roberts.
Each year there is a female
jazz vocalist and this is no
exception. Diane Schuur may
not be the household name
that Sarah Vaughan or :peatl
Bailey were, but this Grammy-

winning 38-year-old may well
represent the newfront of scatsinging women. Schurr will be
backed.byanotherofFlorida's
musical institutions, the St.
· Joh n's River City Band. As the
sun sets, the newest winner of
the Jacksonville-sponsored
Great American Jazz Piano
Competition will be in the
spotlight before giving way to
trumpetor Arturo Sandoval.
Sandoval is a Cuban artist
whosoughtpoliticalasylumin
the United States in July of
1990. Since then he has
performed onstag~ as well as on
disc both independently and for
soundtracks.DizzyGillespie,no
slightauthorttyon the horn, says,
"He got Bull-chops!"
Then, at 10 p.m. (or

thereabouts), the festival will
flnish up with one ofAmerica's
most prolific, innovative and
productive jazz musicians,
Chick Corea ..
The Chick Corea Elektric
Band is the newest ensemble
from the man who was
instrumental in forming lhe
now-classic Return to Forever.
·Corea has the distinction of
having recorded on ove~ 300
albums. either as the featured
artist or a guest musician. He
has been one of the strongest
influencesonthedirectionjazz
takes for n~arly three decades.
- Heisagreatfinish toaperlecily
rounded weekend of jazz
performers.
1\velve years and still going
strong.

Annual piano competition kicks off Jacksonville
jazz
festival
..................................

•

.

University of North Florida
Jazz Ensemble will take the
stage.joined bypianistEliane
Elias, the Brazilian-born wife
of saxophonist Michael
Brecker who has evolved into
a musical power in her own
right over the past ten years
since moving to New York.
And, speaking ofkeyboardists.
Friday night will finish out with
classically-trained
t he
Grammy-winner Bob James.
James is one of the most
popular composer-performers
ofjazz music and is equally at
home behind either a
synthesized keyboard or a
concert grand piano.
. On Saturday, things crank
up at 11 a.m. w.hen Wlodek
Kiniorski & Friends, a jazz
ensemble from Poland, start
the all-day event wjth the acts
alternating approximately
every hour until winding up
(or down. depending on your
personal activities) around 10
p.m. At noon, Bela Fleck andthe Flecktones will bring its
avant garde brand of jazz
employing banjo and a
handheld
percussion
instrument, the "drumitar."
Russ Freeman and the
Rippingtons, a name WUCF
listeners should recognize,
perform at 1:30, followed by a
_relatively new act, the Chris
Marten Group·. At 3: 15 a New
Orleans tradition, the Dirty
Dozen Brass Band is
scheduled to perform. Here is
a band that has performed
alongside Wynton Marsalis
and Miles Davis as well as
being featu red by such rock
acts as the Grateful Dead,

.

Susan Higginbotham,
coordinator ofthe Jacksonville
Jazz Festival, has called its
annual Great American Jazz
Piano Competition, Tue little
known gem of the festival."
The Thursday evening event
has long been considered the
actual kickoff of the festival·for
local aficionados ofj azzmusic.
For one thing, it is a more
intimate setting; for another,
it is usually attended by the
serious jazzophiles. It is also
consid~red to be one of the
nation's more prestigious
competitions and has become
a starting point for a number
of current recording artists,
including Marcus Roberts,
Harty Connick, Jr., and Lazlo

Gardoni.
This year the competition is
being
moved
. from
Metropolitan Park's outside
pavilion to the stage of
Jacksonville's 65-year-old
Florida Theatre.
'This competition is serious
business to the finalists," said
Dan Kossoff, festival director.
"Itcanliterallymakeanartist's
career. Moving to the Florida
Theatreelirninatessomeofthe
outside distractions we had in
Metropolitan Park and really
builds on the intimate nature
of the event."
Each year entrants submit
a demo tape for pre-judging.
The field . is eventually
narrowed down to five finalists
by a preliminary panel of
judges. The five finalists then

compete before a panel of
judges for a top prize of $200Q
~
Upcoming releases ~
and the opportunity to play
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before the Saturday evening
August Releases
October Releases
crowd at the festival itself.
This year's judging panel
Bad English- "Backlash· on U2- Oct. 1 (tentative)
consists of keyboardist Eliane
Aug. '2.7
Elias, composer, arranger and
Biz Markie- "I Need A ASAP
performer Roger Kellaway, Dr.
Haircut" on Aug. 27
Wanick Carter, Dean ofFaculty
DieWarzau
at t;he Berklee School of Music,
Sept.ember Releases
Juiian
Lennon- "Help
and Dr. George Butlt;r. vice
Yourself'"
president and executive
Rush- Sept. 3
Lisa and the Cult Jam
producer with CBS records.
BluesTraveler- "Travelersand Motley Crue- Greatest htts
- The competition starts at 7
Thieves· o·n Sept. 3
wtth two studio tracks
p.m., but the doors to the
·JethroTul~ "Catfish Rising· on Allison Moyet
Flortda Theatre will open at 6
Sept. 10.
Stevie Nicks- Greatest htts
p.m. In addition, a section of
Guns And Roses-"Use Your wtt:h.tvvo studio tracks
Forsyth St., the road bordering
·Illusion I·&II'"-·on Sept. 20
Nuclear Assautt
~e front of the building, will ..
Prince- ·"Diamonds and OverKill ·
be roped off and lined with • Pearls~· on Sept. 27
Queen Latitah
concession booths as well as •
•
live music by a local jazz band.
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THE RIVER, THE PARK, THE TREES...
THE DIFFERENCE.

ON DEAN ROAD,
JUST NORTH OF ·
COLONIAL (HWY 50)'
CALL TODAY 381-2222
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LARGE 1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM
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TRY ANY
6" SUB OR
SMALL SALAD
FOR $1.0Q

I

MENU

COLD CUT COMBO

~~YITALIAN

(pepperoni, genoa. ham. bologna)

CLUB

(roast beef, ham, ~key)
TURKEY BREAST

(with purchase of amedium driril)
3912 NNAYATRAIL

~l;IlES9/5/91

•

.

RO~E~F

(100'1;~~

MEATBALL
CHICK.EN BBQ .

VEGETARIAN

TIJNA
SEAFOOP & CRAB
SEAFOOD & LOBSTER

PIZZA

(with purchase ol amedium dtirkl

Any aandwfch also available as a OJstom salad plate.

•• ,,. YATRA
3912 l;'IU'l'A
IL

Al served with your choice of: American Cheese• Onions• lettuce• Tomatoes
DiY Pld\le$ • Green Peppers • Blad\ Olives • Salt • Pepper • Oii

NOW OPEN 9:00 am

Nol good wnh any other oHer.
Oller good only al
participatinglocafons.
Li ·
rde
ml one co14>on per o

.

·1

3912 ALAFAYA TRAIL

(112 BLOCK SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY BL VO.

r.

OPP.OSITE U.C.F.)

Sun-Thur

277-3350

,

I
I

TRY ANY
6" SUB OR
SMALL SALAD
FOR $1.QQ

. HOT suns

TURKEY & BACON DELUXE

HOURS:
9 am - 2 am

Fri-Sat

9am-3am

Not good with any other ofter.
Oller good only at
participating locations.

I
1
1
I

I

Lim( one co14>on per order.

EXPIRES9/5/91
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VALUABLE CO·UPON
t

B.en::Franklin

I.

YOUR TOTAL CRAFTS STORE

YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR LL
YOUR ARTS & CRAFTS SUPPLIES,
PC)STERS & FRAMES,
SHIRT DECORATING ·
. AND MUCH MORE.
...__ _ _---!!'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _........_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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At F~st Union, we know it's riot easy being a college student But it's the first step
toward achievement and su~cess. First Union is so corrimitted to the student
market, we've developed an entire
program that fulfills the special demands
f. ~N«i
of your busy lifestyle. It's called
· COUEGIATE BANKING EXPRESS.
First Union National Bank
ofF1orida ·

Ben Franklin
YOUR TOTAL CRAFTS STORE

GOOD HOMES PLAZA
8901 W. COLONIAL
ORLANDO, Pl:
299-012s

_...M~!.Rl..122'!.·

--------------------------~----.,..

First Union
Welcomes Students

PRESENT THIS COUPON &
:
RECIEVE $5.00-OFF ANY
I
PURCHASE OF $15.00 OR MORE! I

1
I
I
I

I

UNIVERSITY PARK PLAZA
427 S. SEMORAN
.. WINTER PARK, F.L
678-7022

I

I
I
I

.2f!!!. ~~ ~~l.:_6e_m..:. ~~1!f~ 2e~

---- - - -- -- - - - -.- - - - - --- -- - -,

•

COLLEGIATE BANKING EXPRESS is a new banking program
geared solely towards students and includes:

+ " A No Min_imum Checking Account
+ - /i. FREE 24 hour banking card.
+ FREE money transfers from home.
+ FREE first order of 50 standard checks.
+ · FREE first year membership on a VISA card:""
+ Overdraft protection.
+ A FREE gift when you open your

•

Collegiate Express Account.

*To qualified applicants.

4010 North Goldenrod Road (at the intersection ofUniversity Blvd. and Goldenrod Road) • 657-3141
Member FDIC

1
I

Member FDIC

f~N·
First Union National Sank
of Florida

I

\)

•

COMICS•PAINTBALL SUPPLIES•ROLE-PLAYING GAMES &MO~OPEN 7DAYS
12245 University Blvd• Orlando• 823-7246 ( 82-DRAGN)

.____________________________.... ___a!!;~~~ 2;~•2_1 _:ex!~~E_~t!u~s-.J

cb

-

·-

..

•

WELCOME
BACK

ASK

CAIL NOW!

ABOUT
PARTY·

896-3030

UCF!

12213 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

DISCOUNIS!

•

Deli-My 818i1S ara limit8d lo ensura sale driving. ©1991 Doolino's Pizza, Inc.

----------.,r

•

ROOMMATE PLEASER

$5.99

I
I
I

Order a medium original pizza with two topping; and
two 12 oz. cans of Coca-Cola® classic
or diet Coke~

1
1

Coupon
Necessary

I
I
I

II·
:.

®

Expires
10/31/91

\'.!lid a1 participalilg stores only. Not vaicl willl 1/rf m11er o11er. Plices mcry YaJY. Customer
pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas 11.- to ensure sale dlMng. Our drivels
carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalimd for late deliveries.
Cl1991 Oonino's Pizza, Inc.
Cash value Va'

II
I
I

1
1 ·

II .
I

...--.,
NIGHTOWL
I
$6.99
II
------~

...

I
I
I
I
I
II

•

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~.

:.. .

Duffy's

..

·I

(Beiter Subs Tu Go)

•

·,
II

n

Duffy's

•

•

•
••
•
•
•
•

111F. OLYMPU6 INC
ORLANDO. tL.

/:J..~,

II·
:.

®

Expires
10/31/ 91

I
I
II ·.

\'.!lid a1 paitic:ipalilg stores only. Not vaicl willl 1/rf o111er o11er. Plices mcry vaiy. Customer
)3)$ sa1es tax where applicable. Delillery
limited to ensure sa1e dlMng. 0ur drivers
cany less than $20.00. Our drivers are not penabBd for late delM!ries.
~
01991 Donino's Pizza, Inc.
Cash value 'Ao'

nas

L

--------------

..,
:.

i

~·--........__

. :.·<. . . .:. ;. .
FREE

Su.-. B
'

679-2448

•

Coupon
Necessary

I
I

1. .

Try our fast drive-thru service!!!

••

·

10 PM-CLOSING
Order a large original pizza with one topping.
(Offer good between 10 p.m. and closing.)

:

:

~.

FREE!!

: .. ..

..• .-/

'

~

.·:

GOOD ANYTIME
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

•

•

. . .announcing anew addition:

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
.
•
•
•

) CUstom embroidery &monogramming

.
.•
:• now available tor all UCF clubs, fraternities, and sororities.
•
: 12295 University Blvd. • 281-6984 :
•
•................................................•...·.·............ ................... ·.·..
•

EXPIRES 10/1 /91 • MUST PRESENT COUPON ·
~

•
•
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Every issue examines th£? extraordinary side
of Gampus life. Read it Tuesdays in
The Central Florida Future.

•
In the 1985 reJec;tse of "Brazil," Robed De Niro porlrays a rebel engineer known as
Hfarry Tuttle. The movie also showcases other current actors~ (Paramount Pictures)

The UCF library video collection
offers students free entertainment
by Bill Cushing

. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11!111 _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

•
•

THE STING

So, there's nothing to do this weekend, and
you 're broke anyway, so what difference does
·it make?
If you have a UCF ID
and a VCR, you can always

•

...

have a movie marathon,
becauseonthethirdfloorof
the u,niversity library (back
by the microfiche filing
. 19!!.lel!!!U cabinets) is what might be
•SPECIALIZING ·IN BUFFALO WINGS I UCF's biggest secret stash, a video library of
I foreign and domestic movies, instructional
·COMPLETE DINNERS
I tapes and assorted recordings.
(DINE-IN OR TAKE OUT)
I While it ain't exactly Blockbuster, the library
has a pretty good representation of popular
fihns and offbeat stuff. And the best part is,
I there's no limit to the amount of movies you
I can take and, unless they've been relegated to
I 24 hour reserve by a professor, they can be
I kept for a week.
.
w1rn STUDENT 1.0.
. At any rate, just to prove a point, here is a ,
971 O E HWY 50 • BETWEEN ECON & DEAN RD. 1list of 15 films available from the campus
273-0480 • CALL IN ORDERS ARE ACCEPTED I library. The~e were culled by a quick look at Robert Redford and Paul Newman pair
L.:- - - - _______________ .J whats available and .r epresent personal in the mobster film "The Sting" .(MCA)
reeommendations only; there were plenty of
+ Citizen Kime: 1991 marks the 50th
titles left off. To be as fair as possible. the list
Arrniversary ofOrson Welles' classic movie that
is arranged in alphabetical order of titles:
+ Blade Runner: A futuristic Sam Spade is still studied and debated. Based loosely on
story directed by Ridley Scott ("Alien," "Thelma the life · of newspaper publisher William
and Louise") starring Harrison Ford-as a robot- Randolph Hearst, "Citizen Kane" is, quiterightly,
hunter chasing a renegade "repli<;ant" f)layed a cinematic institution.
+Clockwork Orange: Anthony Burgess'
by Rutger Hauer while romancing another
played by Sean Young. Look for are~y scary novel dealing with the rights of the state v.ersus
the rights of the individual became this film of
Darryl Hannah in this one.
+Brazil: Terry Gilliam stars and directs the phantasmagoria by director Stanley Kubrick
1985 sleeper that producers wouldn't touch ·("The Shining," "Dr. Strangelove"). It was the
and audiences loved.Afso starring fellow Monty fJJSt to break Malcolm McDowell (even though
Python actor Michael Balin, this surreal look he starred-in an earlier but little known piece
at the futrire featmed Ian Hbknf'A1ien~) as a from Englanp) and also starred Patrick Magee.
+The Deer Hunter: One of Michael Cimino's
worried corporate manager•.Rohen DeNiro
("Awakenings") as arenegade'repafilnan, Bob few commercial successes and an epic film
Hoskins t"The Long Good Friday") and
~~~~~~~1!'!!"1 Katherine Helmond ("Soap.~ "Time-Bandits"). _ _ _ _--"-:__C_L_A_s_s_1c_s_co_n_ti_nu_e_d_p_a_ge_C_7_

1

MARYLAND FRIED CJUCKEN
OF UNION PARK

10°/o OFF ·-

I
I
I

895-~430 __ ~~~· ~·-·-·. ~-~ .
~®

., __ \

•

i

ANY REGULARLY
: PRICED FOOD.ITEM.

This fu~d-raiser will make you
a winner every time. A noinvestment, no-risk, high-profit
program-pay only for the
bociks you sell after you sell
them. Entertainment® books
appeal to · all' ages and lifestyles,
with hl.Jndreds of 2-for-1 or 50%
off'i::oupen~ '-for dining, thea~re,
.
. ~ports, travel and more.
.
:- -_: ·: · · · ; · · for more information call:

•

r-F;;.;;.;& ~;;,;;-_- r F~t~; Mcdt..;s; IPi~L~-; ;.;i;F7a~,
$195. oo·. . II . . 100 Yo cotton
I Full Size
$241.00 I
I

I
I

L

0

•
•
•

•
•
•

_____________________________
....I
·
$
99.00
·
I
I

•

.High Quality Sofa Beds at
an Affordable Price
TAKE+ HOWELL
. .·
Open 7 Days

•

(frame & futo"n)

REG. 257 .00

·

Queen Size $258.00

(frame & futon)

llf.b

ri •·Q·ll·•· .... __ ~m 1

1271 S. Semoran Blvd. S.R. 436 Next to UA Theater

679-7772

-

futow

J J:

I

•

Elllill

F.inancing
•Excf~ding Sale Items
.

•Coupons 'Expire 9/30/91

•
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British officer who united the
warril?-gArabtribesagainstthe
then-powerful
Turkish
concerning Vietnam vets that Empire. Letter-boxed to retain
follows a group of millworkers its Wide screen look, this is
from their hometown to the truly an epic story.
jungles of southeast Asia and
+Lord of the Flies: This is
back again. It also has Robert the original from 1963 arid
DeNiro, Christopher Walken, most accurate depiction of ·
.JohriSavageandMerylStreep. William Golding's chilling
+Double Indemnity: The novel dealing with a group of
l 944 classic that inspired young British schoolboys that
Lawrence Kasden~s "Body survive a plane crash and
Heat." Directed by Billy slowly revert to savagery and
Wilder and co-written by cannibalism.
Wilder . and Raymond
+ Manhattan: Woody
Chandler. it stars Fred Allen's follow-up to "Annie
MacMurray, a really sexy Hall" and, although neglected
Barbara Stanwick and. bytheAcademy, probably his
Edward G. Robinson.
best ever. Filined in black and
+The Godfather Saga: white and accompanied by
Order pizzas, break open the music of Gershwin, the
some bottles of Chianti and film stars Allen, Diane
lay back 'ca~se the whole Keaton, Michael Murphy,
gang's here. This is nearly six Mariel Hemingway and Meiyl
hours of film made from a Streep. Using four primary .
combination of the first two characters, the story is an
"Godfather" flicks from insightfulstudyofpeopleand
Francis Ford Coppola Jhat relationships.
have been re-edited into
+Mona Lisa: Bob Hoskiris
chroa,o logical order with ("Roger Rabbit," "Mermaids")
additional footage added. A stars·m this 1986 film about
real "family" film.
howdeceivinglovecanbe.-He's. ·
+The Hustler: A young anex-conwho"drivesaLondon
Paul Newman stars in this, · hooker ("Cathy Tyson") for a
1961 story of pool-sharks and ruthless British pimp played
the"hazards"ofthejob.Jackie with heartless abandon by
Gleason displays his own Micahel Caine. In the end,
ample talents as Minnesota everyone in this story gets
. Fats and Geroge C: Scott is also either what they want or what
here.
iliey deseIVe, although it might
+Lawrence of Arabia: p-ie not be what one really thinks
1962 epic from director David it is. ·
Lean that introduced Peter
+ Raging Bull: Everyone's
O'Toole, and what ~n "Best Movie of the '80s" and ·
introd1;1ction. Shot in 70 mm, the one that got DeNiro a .
the story concerns T. E.
Lawren_ce, a World War I
VIDEOS continued page'CS

2285 N. Econ Trail •Orlando, FL 32817
Tony Jtrufre·ws
(407) 281-6763
'Tracy 13rad.sfiaw
General Manager

FROM PAGE C6

Coordinating Director
INDOOR I QUTDOOR VOLLEYBALL
.
INDOOR BASKETBALL

•

•

•

WEDNESDAY MEN B DIV. 8wks & RUNS FROM AUG. 28 THRU OCTOBER 16, 1991
WEDNESDAY MEN BB DIV. Swks & RUNS FROM AUG. 28 THRU OCTOBER 16, 1991
SATURDAY CO-ED A DIV. 8wks & RUNS FROM SEPT. 7 THRU OCTOBER 26, 1991
SATURD_AY CO-ED B DIV. Swks & RUNS FROM SEPT. 7 THRU OCTOBER 26, 1991
SATURDAY CO-ED 25+ REC Bwks RUNS FROM SEPT. 7 THAU QC.TOBER 26, 1991
THURSDAY MEN PREMIER 10wks & RUNS FROM ·SEPT. 26 THRU DECEMBER 5, 1991
SUNDAY MEN B DIVISION 8wks & RUNS FROM SEPT. 29 THAU NOVEMBER 17, 1991
SUNDAY MEN BB DIVISION Bwks & RUNS FROM SEPT. 29 THAU NOVEMBER 17, 1991
MONDAY WOMENS OPEN 8wks & RUNS FROM OCT. 14 THAU DECEMBER 2, 1991
MONDAY MENS OPEN 8wks & RUNS FROM OCT. 14 THAU DECEMBER 2, 1991

ADULT INDOOR BASKETBALL

•

TUESDAY MEN 10wks & RUNS FROM SEPT. 10 THRU NOVEMBER 12, 1991 _
WEDNESDAY MEN 10wks & RUNS FROM SEPT. 11 THRU NOVEMBER 13, 1991

- ADULT INDOOR VOLLEYBALL
MONDAY MEN POWER 10wks & RUNS FROM SEPT. 16 THRU NOVEMBER 18. 1991
THURSDAY MEN CO-ED 10wks & RUNS FROM SEPT 19 TH~U NOVEMBER 21, 1991

ADULT INDOOR' FLAG FOOTBALL
FRIDAY MEN 10wks & RUNS FROM OCT. 18 THAU JANUARY 3, 1992

,•
r.

..

LEAGUE PRICES
TEAM /INDIVIDUAL
$425 00/ $50
SOCCER 8 k.
. W S =
.
BASKETBALL 1Owks = $225.00/ $35
VOLLEYBALL 1Owks = $200.00/ $25 FL G FOOTBALL 10wkS'=$4_2 5.00/$45
R
1 Owks
=
$525.00

*HALF PAYMENT DUE WI APPLICATION
*BALANCE
DUE
ON
FIRST
GAME
*DEP. DUE 10 DAYS PRIOR TO START DATE
*MENTION THIS AD -FOR A SPECIAL $350 PRICE
ALL LEAGUES HAVE TRAINED REFEREES AND
THE FIRST PLACE TEAM WILL GET LEAGUE
AWARDS THE NIGHT OF THE "PLAYOFFS

Mitchell-Hanunock Veterinary .C linic
Woody Dudley, DVM

•

7

i

IO% Discount to

all UCF
Students, Faculty, and
Staff
Yearly Vaccinations $39.99 2

DO YOU DO SAX '!!'!

miles north of UCF in the
Alaiaya Square Shopping
Center

·! ••

or trumpet, or violin

366-7323
It

We can help

youfind ·

THE AWARD-WINNING UCF JAZZ LAB
WILL HOLD AUDITIONS ON
THURSDAY, AL)GU-ST 22 AND
TUESDAY, AUGUST 27 AT 10:00,AM
IN THE UCF REHEARSAL· HALL.
SEE MR. GREENWOOD. OPENINGS FOR
EXPERIENCED SAXOPHONES,
TRUMPETS, TROMBON~S, PIANO,
BASS, GUITAR & DRUMS.
THE-LAB BAND REHEARSl;S
TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS FROM
10 AM UNTIL 1-1 :45 AM.

MONEY
FOR
COLEEG.E
Every ·student is Eligible

for.Financial Aul

• Comprehensive Oatabase- 'over 200.000 listings represent over
$10 billion in private sector financial aid.
• Easy To Use - we match up students to awards based on infonnation
provided including career plans. -family heritage. and academte interests.
• Unique Awards - our research department has located scholarships tor
golf caddies. left-handed students. cheerleaders. non-smokers. and more.
• Guarantee - we will find at least seven sources of private sector finanaal
aid, or we will refund your money.

For more information and our FREE brochure, please
complete and mail the coupon below.
·

---------------------Please send FREE scholarship information to:

City _

_ _ _ _ __ __ __

FOR· INFORMATION
0 - N OTHER
.
MUSICAL OPPORTUNITIES AT_UCF,
CALL ·X2868

Sta1e _Z-ip _ _ __

1

Mail To:

SCHOLARSHIP SEACHERS
4310 $. SEMORAN BLVD.
SUITE521
0RLANOO. FL 32822

·

L----------------------

_J

"'-·

I
8
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VIDEOS
FROMPAGEC7
much-deserved Oscar. Filmed
and white, the story
follows the life ofmiddleweight
prize fighter Jake LaMotta and
is one of the most accurate
boxing flicks ever. .. these fight
scenes look brutal as hell,
hardly choreographed dances
a'la "Rocky." Dir:_ected by
Martin Scorsese ("Taxi,"
"GoodFellas") and starring
Cathy Moriarity and Joe Pesci.
in black

• Stalag 1 7: One of the
based adaptations from stage
to screen, William Holden won
an Oscar as best actor for his
portrayal as a streetwise World
War
II
POW whose
barrackmates suspect as a
German spy. Peter Graves does
an excellentjob ina surprising
role in this Billy Wilder film.
Also lookforthe producer, Otto
Preminger, as the camp's
ruthless commandant.
• The Sting: How could
one top the Paul Newman-

Robert Redford pairing in
"Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid?" This 1973
George Roy Hill film did it
hands down. With Newman
and Redford as a team of con
artists and Robert Shaw as
the major· mobster who is
their target, an equally stellar
cast rollicks along in this fun
and funny story of early 20th
century America. Add the
ragtime music of Scott Joplin
and it's easy to see why this
one grabbed seven Oscars.

FREE SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
6 BILLION AVAILABLE
YOU CAN NOT LOSE
NO PROOF OF PRESENT INCOME NEEDED
NO FEE UNTIL YOU GET PROOF OF AN AWARD
AWAR~

FE~

$25 TO $100 ...................................... $15
$100 TO $150 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• $25
$150 TO $250 ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• $50
$250 TO UNLIMITED ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $75

COLLEGE FOR MANY
P.O. BOX 570097 ORLANDO, FL. 32807
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Classes have
begun, so stock up on smooth
writing Pilot pens! Like the
Better Ball Point Pen two pack.
The Explorer Retractable Roller
Pen. And Pilot Colours - a three
pack of color coordinated
writing instruments.
Every time you buy one of these

I
I

''Win~ln-An-lnstanti' with Pilot...

.. ~.

;

Pilot favorites, you get a chance
at $100,000 in cash and prizes!
It's all part of our new "Win-ln-· An-~nstant'' game printed right
inside specially marked
p_ackages. You could win the
$25,000 Grand Prize or hundreds
of other cash prizes and great
SONY electronics!

..:and.you may
change your maior

to finance.

·

So stop by your college bookstore and
check out these great Pilot pens. Jf you
win, you may have to switch your major.
,·

-

· PILOT

--

-

~

~---------------....~®
Pilot Corporation of America
60 Commerce Drive, Trumbull, CT 06611

